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1. 

1.1 

INTRODUCTION 

This Report 

This Report has been prepared for Hereford and Worcester County Council 
in fulfilment of a commission awarded to Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners 
on 13th December 1993. The commission was for a Feasibility Study for the 
restoration to cruising standards of the Droitwich Barge and Junction Canals, 
to address in particular the following principal matters:-

1. Engineering Considerations 
2. Water Supply Requirements 
3. Cost and Benefit Analysis 
4. Environmental Appraisal 

A copy of the full Study Brief is included in Appendix A to this Report. 

This Report represents all the fmdings of the field surveys and desk studies, 
and makes recommendations for the implementation of restoration works. 
Estimated construction, maintenance and operating costs are given and a 
development strategy is proposed. Recommendations are also made for the 
further studies that will be required to bring the project to a successful 
conclusion. 

1.2 Background 

1.2.1 Introduction 

Droitwich is blessed with two canals: the Barge Canal (1771) connects the 
Town to the River Severn some 9km to the west, and the Junction Canal 
(1854) links the Town to the Worcester and Birmingham Canal about 2km to 
the east. The Barge Canal is one of the earliest canals to be constructed in 
England. It was enginee~ by James Brindley and is reputed to have been 
one of only three canals cbmpleted in his lifetime. The Junction Canal on the 
other hand is one of the last canals to be constructed, and has aboutthe 
deepest locks of any to be found in England. These canals are therefore 
historically important in both the socio-economic sense and in engineering 
terms. 

1.2.2 History of Droitwich and the Canals 

Droitwich is an ancient town with a fascinating history ansmg from its 
location and natural brine springs. The exploitation of the brine springs and 
the production of salt is well documented(l)(2)(3) and it is not the intention of 
this Report to consider these matters in any detail. However the following 
notes have been prepared from published text(4)(5)(6) and are included here to 
explain how the Droitwich Canals came about and to show why they were so 
important to the Town. 
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The very existence of Droitwich (and of its two canals) arises from the 
geology of the area, particularly the fortuitous deposits of rock salt beneath 
the town. These deposits have been exploited from before the Iron Age, right 
through to the 20th Century. The canals, however, are relevant only to the 
last 200 years or so, as may be seen in the Chronology in Table 1.1. 

In the case of Droitwich, salt was not mined in the solid but was extracted by 
the boiling of the naturally occurring brine groundwater. Within and around 
Droitwich are numerous brine springs which made abstraction relatively easy. 
The highly concentrated brine in this vicinity is particularly pure so very little 
additional refIning was necessary to make higher value table salt. Thus a 
substantial local industry of regional and national importance developed 
through the 17th, 18th and the early part of the 19th Centuries. 

This wider importance meant that the local industry was prey to the ups and 
downs of external economics and national politics, and to fierce competition 
from other producers. Given that the raw material (brine) was available 
"free", the principal costs of production arose from the purchase of fuel; and 
that for marketing from transport. Even the cost of fuel contained a 
substantial element for the cost of transport, since local sources of wood 
became exhausted in the 17th Century and this meant the purchase and 
transport of coal from Coalbrookdale and the Forest of Dean. 

It seems likely that in the very early years of salt production in Droitwich the 
River Salwarpe was navigable to some extent for the whole route between the 
Town and the River Severn. By the late 16th Century, however, the Salwarpe 
had ceased to be passable by boats. Several improvement schemes were 
considered and some lock construction was carried out in the 17th Century but 
these projects failed, so fuel in and salt out continued to be carried by 
expensive horse and waggon. 

In the early part of the 18th Century the output of brine was dramatically 
increased when new deeper borings under the Town tapped a more prolifIc 
source. This expansion in production lead to decreases in the price of salt and 
increased sales and competition which together generated pressure to develop 
more effective and economic transport arrangements. The stage was therefore 
set to consider again the question of a water based transport system, but this 
time by means of a completely independent artifIcial navigation, rather than 
by improvements to the River Salwarpe. 

At this time the Canal Age in England was in its infancy. The Duke of 
Bridgwater's Canal from Worsley to Manchester had started construction in 
1759 with James Brindley in charge of building works. Prior to this the 
Sankey Canal, near St Helens, had been built (1757) which served, in 
conjunction with the River Weaver, to ~arry coal and salt to and from 
Northwich and Winsford. 
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Table 1.1 Chronology for Droitwich, Salt and the Canals 

C 800BC - AD43 

AD43 - 410 

c 716 

1086 

1215 

1378 

1600 

1655 

1660 - 1693 

1695 

1703 and 1747 

1725 - 1727 

1767 

1768 

1771 

1774 

1780 

Iron Age - traces of salt production, later well organised, at Bay 
Meadow north of the River Salwarpe, and Friar Street south of 
river. Recorded evidence from 200BC. 

Roman Settlement - Salinae. Well organised and engineered 
brine extraction and salt production. Use of River Salwarpe for 
navigation to harbour near Chapel Bridge for Fort Dodderhill? 

Anglo Saxon charters for extensive workings at "Saltwich". 

Domesday Book records ten major brine pits, with three main 
sites of Upwich, Middlewich and Netherwich. 

King John Charter - Borough monopoly on salt manufacture. 

Richard II grant of rights to Bailiffs of Droitwich, to levy tolls 
on River Salwarpe. 

River Salwarpe considered non-navigable. 

Offers to make Salwarpe navigable and claims for construction 
of 5 flash locks, but now no trace of any works. 

Various attempts with Bills and construction to restore River 
Salwarpe for navigation, none successful. 

Borough monopoly for salt making ended and start of major 
expansion in the industry. 

Further Bills for restoration of River Salwarpe for navigation, 
but all failed. 

First deep borings made to expose stronger flows of brine and 
enable production to increase substantially. Pressure for better 
transport system in consequence. 

Droitwich Corporation appointed James Brindley to provide 
estimates for an artificial navigation between Hawford and 
Droitwich. 

Act obtained to construct Barge Canal as an independent 
navigation linking the town of the River Severn. 

Official opening of Barge Canal (12th March). "Broad" canal 
but towpath only suitable for man haulage of small Trows (called 
Wichs). 

Canal company started selling coal wholesale and retail. General 
salt trade doing well. 

Canal company able to sell coal trading business at a profit. 
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1784 

1791 

1806 

1810 

1815 

1822 and 1825 

1828 

1841 

1851 

1852 

1853 

1854 

1860s 

1868 

1874 

1875 - 1876 

Threat of competition from extension of Stourbridge Canal 
southwards to Worcester, but scheme failed. 

Act for Worcester and Birmingham Canal. Supported by 
Droitwich Proprietors in return for agreement to underwrite 
Droitwich shares with 5 % dividend, to protect profits. 

Droitwich Proprietors constructed proper horse tow path to 
improve viability and counter competition from road haulage and 
other canals. 

Day-to-day management of canal taken over by Worcester and 
Birmingham Canal Co. 

Opening of Worcester & Birmingham Canal. 

Partial repeal then the abolition of Salt Duties, with further 
enhancement of trade and improvement of profitability on Barge 
Canal. 

Discovery of new brine source at Stoke Prior wi11l output routed 
along ~e Canal. tJ u-<i . ~I L- ~ ~~ 
Opening of Birmingham & Gloucester Railway - start of new 
decline in Barge Canal traffic due to loss of Stoke Prior trade. 

Opening of Oxford, Worcester and Wolverhampton Railway, 
fears of further decline in Barge Canal traffic. 

Act obtained to construct Junction Canal as counter measure to 
declining trade. 

Worcester & Birmingham Canal agreed lease of 21 years with 
Barge Canal company. Carried out improvements including lock 
lengthening. 

Junction Canal opened. 

Trade still declining due to railway competition, and proposals 
made (unsuccessfully) to convert Worcester & Birmingham and 
Junction canals to railways. 

Worcester & Birmingham in receivership. 

Act to transfer ownership of the Barge, Junction and Worcester 
& Birmingham Canals to the Gloucester & Berkeley Canal Co. 
(later named the Sharpness New Docks and Gloucester & 
Birmingham Navigation Co.). 

Major renovation works including rebuilding Barge Lock (which 
had decayed due to subsidence of up to 9 feet), but toll income 
did not cover mortgage interest and shareholder guaranteed 
dividends. 
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1890 

1903 

1914 

1918 

1922 

1939 

1963 

1965 

1967 

1969 

1971 

1973 

Stoke Prior output exceeds that for Droitwich, due to more 
modem works. Droitwich salt workings in decline. 

Barge Lock rebuilt again (raised 5 feet). Traffic mainly farm 
produce or bricks. 

End of salt trade on canals. 

Last commercial craft on Barge Canal. 

Salt production in Droitwich ceased. 

Legal closure of Barge and Junction Canals (13th July) with 
residue of land conveyed to Droitwich Borough Council. 

Droitwich Borough Council formed Sub-Committee to review 
future potential. 

Formation of Droitwich Town Development Corporation and 
production of Town Plan including revival of both canals. 

Canal Sub-Committee commissioned restoration survey of both 
canals. This identified water supply as key issue and 
authorization given to monitor flows in River Salwarpe. 

Worcester & Birmingham Canal Society inaugurated (26th 
February), with interests extending to Droitwich Canals. 

Preliminary restoration work on canals started. 

Formal incorporation of The Droitwich Canals Trust Ltd (5th 
September) . 
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As a response to these mounting pressures the Drotwich Corporation 
appointed Brindley to engineer a canal (the Barge Canal) from Hawford on the 
River Severn to the salt workings in what is now the Vines Park area of 
Droitwich. An act was obtained in 1768 and construction was completed in 
1771. 

At first trade was quite brisk although the proprietors were kept on their toes 
to fend off competition and to develop the canal to improve its service. For 
example the canal had been built as a "broad" waterway to enable it to take 
sail barges from the River Severn, and did not originally have a proper tow 
path. This was eventually added so that donkeys could be used to haul the 
barges. 

However, increasing competition, especially from the developing railway 
network lead to a proposal for linking the Barge Canal to the Worcester and 
Birmingham Canal so that the trade for the salt works at Stoke Prior could be 
obtained. The Junction Canal was completed in 1854, and joined the 
Worcester and Birmingham Canal at Hanbury to the Barge Canal in 
Droitwich, although the fmal section within the Town actually made use of the 
River Salwarpe to avoid the cost of providing a new bridge for Bromsgrove 
Road. 

The Junction Canal was a "narrow" canal to match the Worcester and 
Birmingham. The locks on the Barge Canal had to be rebuilt to accommodate 
the narrow barges which were longer than the river barges used on the Barge 
Canal. 

The new canal link failed to halt the gradual decline in the salt trade from 
Stoke 'Prior, which of preference use the railways. The end of salt transport 
came in 1914 although salt production in Droitwich continued until 1922. 
Both the Barge and the Junction Canals were formally abandoned in 1939 - the 
common fate of most canals in England, and left to gradually fade away. 

1.2.3 Revival of Interest in the Canals 

The residue of Canal land was transferred to Droitwich Borough Council on 
abandonment, and the Barge Canal within the Borough boundary was 
incorporated into the Town's drainage system. Some small plots of land were 
also sold, particularly on the Junction Canal, but the vast majority remained 
in Borough Council ownership. This gave the canal routes a degree of 
protection against development for other purposes, but could not stop the 
obstruction of the Barge Canal at Hawford by the remodelled A449 or the 
construction of the M5 over the Junction Canal just to the east of the Town. 

Several attempts to promote schemes for restoration were made in the 1940s 
and 50s but it was not until the early 1960s that a Councils Sub-Committee of 
the Borough Council was found with the objective to review the potential of 
the Canals. The Sub-Committee reported favourably on the prospects for 
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1.3 

restoration for leisure purposes and their proposals for complete revival were 
then incorporated into the New Town plans of Droitwich Town Development 
Corporation. 

A Working Party was created to assist with development of the restoration 
schemes and in 1967 a survey of both canals was commissioned(6). Further 
investigations followed as a prelude to the design of restoration works and in 
1971 some field teams were organised by the Worcester and Birmingham 
Canal Society to clear tow paths and to carry out some dredging. The 
Working Party issued its report in October 1971(7) and the recommendations 
made were adopted by the Council. Included in the recommendations was the 
creation of a charitable trust to act as the agent for restoration. The Droitwich 
Canals Trust Ltd was incorporated on 5th September 1973 and immediately 
set to work. 

Encouraged by a very supportive Borough Council, there followed a 
remarkable period of sustained activity, mainly by the volunteers of the Trust, 
which although faltering on occasions (as such organisations inevitably do), 
has seen the restoration to navigation standards of the Barge Canal between 
Barge Lock in Vines Park and the top gate of Lock 3 (a distance of 
approximately 5 1hkm) together with isolated works such as at Linajce Bridge X 
and Lock 3, as reported recently by the Chairman of the Trust(8). The Trust 
has an ongoing schedule of restoration work which is only constrained by the 
pace with which money can be raised and the availability of the volunteer 
workforce. In some instances the recommendations from this Feasibility 
Study are awaited to enable the Trust to determine its own restoration 
strategies. 

Previous Studies 

Because of the strong interest in restoration of the canals, particularly since 
the early 1960s, there is a wealth of information about their condition and on 
schemes for revival. Much. of this is held by Wychavin District Council (as ~ Q 

successors to Droitwich Borough. Council and the Town Development 
Corporation), with the Trust holding most of the balance. This information 
is an important archive and has been extensively consulted during the course 
of this study. Included in this information are the following documents of 
separate reference. 

As noted in Section 1.2 of this Report there were two studies carried out by 
the Borough Council/Town Development Corporation in 1967(6) and in 1971(7). 
These reports provided the impetus for the restoration carried out to date. 
The 1967 report concluded that restoration was feasible and suggested how the 
engineering works and water supplies might be arranged. A management 
structure for the restoration was proposed, including the setting up of a 
charitable trust. The 1971 report confirmed the fmdings of the previous 
report and recommended restoration of both the Barge and Junction Canals. 
On the basis of these reports the Town Development Corporation ensured that 
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1.4 

no further sales of Canal land were made and no developments that would 
hinder restoration were permitted. 

In 1985 a Feasibility Study(9) for restoration of the Junction Canal was carried 
out for the Trust by Iony---ij . .Aswciatien 
(lWA). The H.a.msOn Report is a comprehensive review of the history and 
then present conditions of the Canals, and includes recommendations for 
future actions and costs. The emphasis of the Report was on the Junction 
Canal which at that time had seen little restoration effort but much 
contemplation over regaining the route from Lock 3 to Barge Lock. 

A further detailed review of the top three locks of the Junction Canal was 
prepared following a walk-over inspection made in October 1991 by Roy 
Sutton eLtl:le-fW-A, on behalf of the Trust. The Sutton Report<lO) gives 
dimensioned data on existing structures, an assessment of their condition, and 
proposals for repair. 

Restoration Standards 

Within the original Study Brief (Appendix A) were the following criteria for 
the design of channels, structures and water requirements: 

Canal Design Criteria 

Minimum air draft 
Minimum water depth 
Minimum free board 
Towpath width 
Minimum canal width at structures 

Size of boats using navigation 

2.44 metres 
1.50 metres 
0.30 metres 
2.0 metres 
4.8 metres - Barge Canal 
2.28(?) metres - Junction Canal 
72' 0" x 14' 6" - Barge Canal 
,;OJ--1(ot (?) x 7' 0" - Junction Canal 

702-
Dimensions annotated (?) are subject to fmal confirmation. 

New canal cut in open area to be trapezoidal section having a width at 
operating water level of 12 metres with 1 in 2 side slopes. Operation of the 
canals should allow for up to a maximum of 24 lockages per day through a 
30 week cruising season of April to October. 

In general our proposals for restoration comply with these criteria. 

In addition we have applied a constraint of 1m/second for velocity of flow for 
navigation purposes in the River Salwarpe. 
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1.5 Organisations Contacted 

The Study Brief included lists of consultees to be approached for discussions 
and infonnation for the Study. A full list of all the organisations contacted 
is given in Appendix C at the end of this Report. 
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2. 

2.1 

ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS 

Introduction 

In this section of our Report we present our investigations into the 
Geotechnical, Structural and Hydraulic Engineering of our study. We have 
also included here a consideration of new works that will be required to allow 
navigation over the whole length of the Canals from the River Severn to the 
Worcester and Birmingham Canal. 

We have assembled a Schedule of Features of the Canals as a shorthand 
inventory of all existing principal aspects. This is given in Appendix B to this 
Report, and might usefully be read in conjunction with this section. 

2.2 Geotechnical Considerations 

2.2.1 Introduction 

A walkover survey of both the Junction and Barge Canal was undertaken 
between the 10th and 13th January 1994. The object of this survey was to 
establish the current status of the canal earthworks and identify where repairs 
or reconstruction would be required prior to re-opening the canal. The survey 
was based on observations from the towpath or from adjacent lands where 
access was available. 

A summary of the findings of the survey is presented in the Schedule of 
Features accompanying this report. From this schedule a further Schedule of 
Defects has been prepared together with an indication of the type of repairs 
likely to be required. These are in addition to works required in overcoming 
physical obstructions or involving total reconstruction which are discussed in 
Section 2.5 of this Report. The Schedule of Defects is presented as Table 2.1 
in this Section of the Report. 

2.2.2 Geology and Ground Conditions 

The 1:50,000 scale geological map of the site area (Droitwich - Sheet 182) 
shows the solid geology to comprise Mercia Mudstone - this was formerly 
known as Keuper Marl. Within the valley of the River Salwarpe deposits of 
alluvium occur with river terrace deposits occurring at the valley sides. 

The Mercia Mudstone principally comprises red brown, slightly calcareous, 
mudstones and siltstones which weather to clays of between firm and very stiff 
consistency within 5 to 10m of the ground surface. Within the Droitwich area 
the mudstone originally included two layers or rock salt, each about 5m thick, 
at some 40m and 90m depth. The salt was eventually dissolved by percolating 
groundwater and the resulting brine pumped to the surface for commercial salt 
extraction. Although this practice has ceased natural salt springs still occur 
within the Vines Park area of central Droitwich and elsewhere in the region. 
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Solution of the salt has led to surface subsidence which appears a common 
phenomenon in the Droitwich area. The alluvium typically comprises soft 
clays and silts with lenses of sand and gravel whilst the terrace deposits are 
likely to be almost entirely granular. 

East of the M5 motorway the Junction Canal appears to run entirely through 
Mercia Mudstone with little or no superficial cover. West of the M5, as far 
as the railway line in Droitwich, the Canals traverse alluvial deposits before 
following almost exactly the junction of the Mercia Mudstone and alluvium 
as far as Salwarpe. From Salwarpe to Porters Hill bridge the Barge Canal 
passes entirely through Mercia Mudstone before again continuing to follow the 
boundary between the Mercia Mudstone and Salwarpe alluvial/terrace 
deposits. West of the A449 the Canal traverses alluvium and terrace deposits 
until its junction with the River Severn. 

Summaries of site investigations information, for projects associated with and 
adjacent to the canal, have been provided by the Client for the section of canal 
between the M5 and Chawson. Information would not appear to be available 
from here to the River Severn. 

At the M5 crossing boreholes indicate the Mercia Mudstone to comprise some 
2m of soft-firm clay overlying firm to stiff clays with weak mudstone at 6m 
depth. Groundwater was first encountered at approximately 3. 5m depth (30m 
AOD). 

Between the M5 and Chawson the alluvium varies between 1 and 3m in 
thickness and comprises soft to firm, grey-black, organic silty clay often with 
a gravel/cobble layer at its base. The underlying Mercia Mudstone comprises 
red silty clays and clayey silts which are normally stiff within 1m of their 
upper surface and very stiff within 3m. As the canal is aligned along the edge 
of the river valley close to the interface of the Mercia Mudstone and alluvium, 
cuttings can be assumed to be through the mudstone and embankments to rest 
upon the alluvium. Groundwater levels appear to be about 1m deep within" the 
river valley and up to 3m deep beneath the slightly higher mudstone deposits 
at the valley edge. 

Although site investigation information is not available beyond Chawson 
ground conditions are likely to be similar to those described above for the 
relevant geology. 

Earthworks Construction 

Site inspection indicates that cutting slopes and the external faces of 
embankments were originally constructed at between 1: 1 and 1: 2 (V: H). 
Exposures within cuttings generally reveal firm to stiff reddish clays which are 
occasionally shaley (Mercia Mudstone). Similar material was probably used 
to form the embankments. 
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2.2.4 

It was not possible to check within the timescale of the walkover survey 
whether the Canals were lined with a clay blanket but we understand that only 
the embankments were lined with day to a thickness of between 75 and 
150mm. Commonly Canals of this age and type commonly included a 450 to 
600mm thick clay liner. In view of the relative rarity of seepage through 
th~~?ankments it is considered that the ~iner, where present, is in good 

con~:htlOn. l 1_. f 

((I ~~, I) 
Earthworks Condition ~ , ' 

Modern design techniques would probably indicate a side slope of between 
1 : 1. 5 and 1: 2 (V: H) to be appropriate for cuttings and 1: 2 for embankments. 
This is somewhat flatter than the current sideslope and as would be expected 
indications of instability are present - see Schedule of Features. 

However, much of the instability is restricted to shallow surface movements 
and very few examples of major instability were encountered. This is 
believed to be due to the following two factors:-

a) Most cutting and embankment slopes have a dense cover of trees/scrub 
which would bind and dry the slope. 

b) Leakage from the canal into the embankments appears in the main to 
be limited and consequent softening of the fill materials has been 
avoided. 

Where leakage or softening of cutting slopes has occurred or trees are absent 
instability is often present and it is in these areas that repairs are required. 
The precise form of the remedial works could only be fmalised following 
detailed stability analyses. However, it is envisaged that they would range 
from simple reinforced mats or stone mattresses placed about the water line 
on cutting slopes, to replacement of slipped material on embankment slopes 
with granular material and/or gabions. In some instances, where property is 
close to the Canal bank or there is insufficient space to regrade/treat slopes, 
sheet piling is likely to be required. 

The Barge Canal in the Chawson area (chainage 2200 to 2900) is close to the 
edge of a modern housing estate. The Canal is in cutting of between 1 and 
3m depth with side slopes varying from 1:1 to 1:2. For a total 250m length 
of canal in the vicinity of Oakleigh Road and Little Mill, several properties 
are within 2 or 3m of the Canal cutting. In these areas the tarmac path 
immediately behind the crest of the cutting has a cracked/stepped surface and 
lam~osts occasionally lean from the vertical. In one extreme case minor 
hairlme cracking was noted to the brickwork of a property close to the Canal. 

The surface of the cutting is clearly unstable but it could not be established 
within this particular study whether the damage behind the cutting was due to 
deeper seated instability or some other cause. The latter might include 
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seasonal ground movements due to the generally dense vegetation growing at 
the crest of the cutting. Further study is recommended. 

In some instances streams or rivers flow close to the Canal and instability of 
the former's banks are jeopardising the Canal. This is particularly true for the 
stretch of Barge Canal immediately upstream of the A449 _ crossing. Thus 
recommendations are also made for remedial works external to the Canals. 

2.2.5 Further Studies and Monitoring 

The greatest area of uncertainty remaining from the present study concerns the 
section of Barge Canal in the Chawson area adjacent to domestic properties, 
see previous section. A further study is necessary to establish the scale of 
instability in this area. The work would entail:-

a) Desk study to establish the history of the area and foundation details 
of adjacent properties. 

b) Topographic survey to obtain accurate bank profiles. 

c) Field inspection to record locations of instability relative to the 
position and condition of adjacent structures. 

d) Limited site investigation comprising two or three 10m deep boreholes. 

e) Slope stability analysis and subsequent reporting. 

However it is assumed that the responsibility for this further study and 
consequential remedial works rests with the WDC or house owners, and 
therefore no cost has been allocated for repairs within the project for 
restoration of the Canal. Such repairs, it is recommended, should be carried 
out before an extensive use is made of the restored Canal, to ensure there are 
no problems caused for example by boat wash. 

Heavy rainfall occurred during and immediately prior to the walkover survey 
which made it difficult to identify any leakage from embankments. It is 
recommended that a watch be kept in the following areas of embankment 
where leakage may be occurring:-

a) Chainage 3180, north side. 

b) Chainage 3365 to 3465, north side. 

c) Chainage 4220 to 4470, north side. 

The source of any significant leakage should be established and the adjacent 
section of canal plugged or sealed. 
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Evidence of minor instability was noted in a few areas where remedial works 
do not appear necessary at present. However, ongoing observation should be 
undertaken in the following areas:-

a) Chainage 3365 to 3465 embankment north side. 

b) Chainage 4025 to 4175, cutting north and south sides. 

c) Chainage 7020 to 7170, cutting south side. 

d) Chainage 8820 to 9220, cutting/natural slope south side. It is 
particularly important in this area that any stonn damage to trees be 
made good as they probably contribute considerably to the stability of 
this very high, steep slope. 

Ongoing observation should highlight specific locations where further remedial 
works will be required although it is not anticipated that any would be 
required within the next 10 or 20 years. 

Iz~ 
It is b~ed that the Hampton Road Wharf was fonnerly the site of a gas 
works and as such may be heavily contaminated. This may entail significant 
additional cost for both site investigation and remedial works but this could 
only be quantified following a detailed desk study based on firm proposals for 
the actual building works contemplated. 
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Table 2.lA Schedule of Defects: Junction Canal 

LOCATION DEFECT PROPOSED REP AIR LENGTH/ 
AREA 

0-400 Tow path falls towards embankments Seal path surface (tarmac) and 400m 
slope on LHS of canal causing softening grade towards canal 

200 Shallow rotational failure of Gabion wall and granular 15m 
(Lock No 1) embankment blanket 

200-250 Canal bed dry with light vegetation Remove organic matter and re- 750m2 

cover puddle floor 

300-350 Canal bed dry with light vegetation Remove organic matter and re- 750m2 

cover. Also embankment on RHS puddle floor. Excavate and 
severely degraded reconstruct outer face of 50m 

embankment 

400-550 Undermining/sloughing of canal bank at Install 3m long trench sheeting 150m 
waterline to tow path side (LHS) 

1775-1825 Unstable left bank behind Texaco Install sheet piling and re- 50m 
garage profile slope 

2040-2070 Unstable right bank Reprofile slope and place 30m 
granular facing 

2070-2085 Unstable 2m retaining wall Remove wall and batter back to 15m 
1:2 (V:H) 

2030-2080 Undercutting canal bank at water line on Install 3m long trench sheeting 50m 
LHS 
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Table 2.1B Schedule of Defects: Barge Canal 

LOCATION DEFECT PROPOSED REPAIR LENGTH! 
AREA 

90-140 Undercutting of canal bank at Install 3m long lengths of trench 50m 
water line on LHS sheeting 

600-610 Failure of sheet pile wall Remove existing piles and install 10m 
10m long sheet piles 

900-950 Undercutting of tow path at Install 3m long lengths of trench 50m 
waterline sheeting 

2200-2600 Possibly unstable bank on LHS OPTION A:- 100m 
Support face of slope with gab ion (in 3 equal 
mattress + mesh lengths) 

OR 
OPTION B:- 100m 
Install sheet pile wall backed with (in 3 equal 
granular fill lengths) 

2750-2900 Possibly unstable bank on LHS As above 150m 
OR 

150m 

3565-3715 Cutting with surface instability 11 Provide 1m high gabion support 150m 
to toe of cutting adjacent to tow path 

2! Plant ground cover/binding 
vegetation 

3715-3745 Unstable cutting on RHS Provide 2m high gab ion retaining 30m 
wall and granular fill behind 

3745-3765 Unstable retaining wall on RHS 20m 

4220-4470 Embankment with surface 11 Provide gabion retaining wall 100m 
instability with granular backfill behind 

2/ Place "anti burrowing" mesh on 1,000m2 

surface 

3/ Provide 1m high gabion support 150m 
to toe 

4915-5115 Cutting on RHS with instability at Install Enkamat 'A' about waterline 100m 
waterline exacerbated by grazing 
annuals 

5675 Martin Brook undermining towpath Install 4m long trench sheets 10m 

6540-6790 Cutting with surface instability 4m wide stone mattress centred on 250m 
waterline and 2m wide Enkamat 'N 
above. Plant binding plants above. 

8780 River Salwarpe advancing toward Install 3m lengths of trench sheeting 10m 
canal 

8820-9220 Partially unstable bank on LHS Install 4m length of Enkamat 'A' at 400m 
waterline 

8820-9120 River Salwarpe undermining canal 11 Provide l.5m high gabion wall 75m 
embankment 

2! Install 4m long trench sheets 100m 
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2.3 Structures 

2.3.1 Scope of Work 

The purpose of this element of the study was to carry out a visual inspection 
of all existing structures along the route of both the Barge and Junction Canals 
and to advise on their condition and requirements for remedial and restoration 
work. A review of existing documents and reports has also been carried out 
in order to confirm the nature and extent of the necessary remedial and 
restoration works to structures. In particular the comments given in the Trust 

e~, '( N'-PIM.~SiGns Report<8) and in the Sutton Report<lO) have been taken into account. 

A brief description of each structure, together with some comments on its 
condition, is included in the Schedule of Features at Appendix B in this 
Report. The requirements for remedial and restoration work at particular 
structures are discussed further in this section of the Report. Proposals for 
new engineering structures are also discussed in Section 2.5 later. 

During the field inspections, obvious deficiencies in structures were noted and 
recommendations are given in respect of associated maintenance needs. In 
addition defects which may require further investigation or future monitoring 
have been identified. 

As called for in the Study Brief, the Junction Canal and Barge Canal have 
been assessed separately. 

2.3.2 Review of Existing Documents 

A review of existing documents and reports has been carried out with 
particular reference to the requirements for remedial restoration works to lock 
structures on the Junction and Barge Canals. A considerable amount of 
information is contained in references 8, 9 and 10. 

It is apparent that detailed inspections have been carried out by the Canals 
Trust and comprehensive lists of necessary remedial and restoration works 
drawn up. Our field survey has confirmed the need for these works to be 
undertaken. 

The majority of the restoration works to the lock structures can be carried out 
by volunteer labour and some of this work is already underway. However, 
some works, for example the building of new lock gates, may need to be 
carried out by specialists. 

Most of the required restoration work is fairly straightforward and is unlikely 
to present any insurmountable problems. In terms of the overall scope of the 
project, that is to restore both Junction and Barge Canals to an operational 
level, the renovation of existing lock structures is not an aspect which will 
require a major input in terms of manpower, materials or fmance. 
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2.3 .3 Junction Canal 

An inspection was carried out of the existing structures on the section of the 
Junction Canal between Hanbury Junction and the County Council Yard. 
Existing structures on the Body Brook and River Salwarpe west of the M5 
Motorway were also inspected. Those structures on the old canal alignment 
in the Chapel House/Raintree area were not inspected, nor were those in the 
Old Town Mill area. 

Lock Nos 1, 2 and 3 

These lock structures comprise brickwork walls topped by sandstone copings. 
Each lock has an associated side pond. It is proposed elsewhere in this Report 
that the side ponds be abandoned when the canal is re-opened as an 
operational waterway. 

The general condition of the locks is sound. However, in order to restore the 
canal to a serviceable condition, work will be required at each of these locks. 
Lock Nos 1 and 2 have been substantially restored by the Royal Engineerl'but 
some work remains to be carried out on both structures. Lock No 3 has had 
limited restoration work carried out on it to date. 

At each lock the required works primarily involve repairs to brickwork and 
copings, including some demolition and re-building, clearing of vegetation and 
debris, and the installation of new gates. On this flight of locks the only gate 
which is in place is the top gate to Lock No 1 which was built and fitted by 
the Royal Engineers. This gate is in good condition. A new bottom gate is 
required at Lock No 1 together with new top and bottom gates at Lock Nos 
2 and 3. 

Corbetts Bridge Culvert 

This is a culvert, of brick arch construction, which carries the Body Brook 
under an embankment carrying an access road to Impney Farm. The culvert 
is not in good condition but in any case it is too small to permit use with the 
restored canal. It is therefore proposed that this structure be replaced by a 
new concrete box culvert, see Section 2.5. 

2.3.4 Barge Canal 

An inspection was carried out of the various structures on the Barge Canal. 
The structures comprise the following:-

Locks 9 No 
Road Bridges 9 No 
Railway Bridges 2 No 
Agricultural Accesses 2 No 
Footbridges 7 No 
Culverts 2 No 
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The nine road bridges are owned by Hereford and Worcester County Council. 
The two railway bridges are owned by British Rail. The local authority is 
also responsible for two footbridges over the canal. These organisations are 
responsible for the maintenance of these bridges. The remaining structures 
are owned by the Droitwich Canals Trust. 

Road Bridges 

Each of the nine road bridges carries a trafficked road. The condition of the 
bridges is unlikely to affect operations on the canal in the foreseeable future. 
Some maintenance works are required to the bridges, particularly the three 
older, brick arch structures at Salwarpe, Porters Mill and Mildenham Mill. 

Railway Bridges 

The two railway bridges both carry operational lines. The condition of these 
bridges is unlikely to affect operations on the canal in the foreseeable future. 

Agricultural Accesses 

Linacre Bridge is a brick arch structure which has been restored by the Trust 
in the recent past. The condition of the structure is sound, but in view of its 
age regular monitoring of the structure is recommended. 

Salwarpe Court Bridge is a swing vehicle bridge, comprising a timber plank 
decking supported by steel beams. The bridge is presently non-operational 
and is awaiting repair, having been damaged by vandals. This work has been 
placed in the hands of a local contractor by the Droitwich Canals Trust. The 
need to repair this bridge will not affect the operation of the canal. 

Footbridges 

The two footbridges which are owned by the local authority are both in 
service at present. Their condition is sound. Of the five footbridges which 
are owned by the Canals Trust, one is presently awaiting repair. Some repairs 
are also required to one of the four bridges which are presently in service. 

Barge Lock footbridge has just been repaired and is now in good condition. 

Ricketts Lane footbridge is presently in service but is in need of repair. The 
bridge is generally in a sound condition, but a noticeable vibration of the deck 
occurs when traversed by pedestrians. The counterweighing and/or levelling 
of the bridge therefore requires attention. 

Hill End footbridge is not operational at the present time. The Trust has plans 
to repair the bridge and to relocate it at Lock No 3. 
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Culverts 

Within the constraints of the field survey it was not possible to carry out an 
inspection inside the culvert structures. It is recommended that such 
inspections be carried out during further surveys for remedial works to the 
appropriate pounds. 

Locks 

Lock Nos 1 and 2 

These locks have been restored by the Trust to an operational level. The 
Trust has plans(8) for some further improvement works to be carried out, 
particularly at Lock No 2. The proposed works include re-pointing and 
making good of brickwork, cleaning and painting of timber and ironwork, 
fitting handrails and installing mooring bollards. It is intended that these 
works be carried out by volunteer groups. 

Lock No 3 

Restoration work is presently in progress on this lock. A schedule of work 
has been drawn up by the Trust(8) and there are plans for this work to be 
carried out by volunteer groups. The scope of the work includes repairs to 
brickwork and copings, cleaning and repainting timber and ironwork, footpath 
construction, landscaping and the relocation of the footbridge from Hill End. 
A major item of work will be" the building and installation of new bottom 
gates. 

Lock No 4 

To date only limited restoration work has been carried out at this lock. 
Structurally the lock appears to be in a sound condition. Some repairs will be 
required to the brickwork and copings and new top and bottom gates will need 
to be built and installed. The extent of the required remedial and restoration 
works is likely to be similar to that required at the other locks as noted above. 

Lock No 5 

To date no restoration work has been carried out at this lock. The Trust has 
provisional plans to carry out the work, using contractors, during 1996(8). 
Funding will be required for this work. In general the structure of the lock 
appears sound. The lock walls are overgrown with vegetation which requires 
clearing. Some repairs to the brickwork will be necessary. New top and 
bottom gates will be needed. Bottom gates are presently in place but these are 
badly deteriorated and will have to be replaced. A detailed inspection of the 
lock should be carried out and to determine the extent of the necessary 
restoration works. 
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2.4 

Lock No 6 

To date no restoration work has been carried out at this lock. The Trust has 
plans to carry out a detailed inspection of the lock, with restoration work 
provisionally planned for 1996 or 1997(8). In general the structure of the lock 
appears sound. Some repairs to brickwork will be required. The top gates 
are presently in place. It may be possible to renovate these. New bottom 
gates will be required. Other repairs will also be required. The nature and 
extent of these works is likely to be similar to that required at the other locks 
as noted above. 

Lock No 7 

The lock structure is presently in a poor state. A detailed inspection of the 
lock should be carried out. It is apparent that the brickwork is in an 
unsatisfactory condition. The mortar joints have weathered and many are 
open. Mature trees are growing through the walls causing severe 
displacement of the brickwork and copings in numerous areas. Extensive 
repairs to the brickwork will be required. It may be necessary to substantially 
rebuild parts of the walls. New top and bottom gates will be required. 

Lock No 8 

At the time of our visit the water level was approximately O.5m below the top 
of the walls. Therefore only a limited part of the lock walls was visible. A 
detailed inspection of the lock should be carried out. However, it has been 
reported to us that the condition of the lock is no worse than the other locks 
on the canal before their repair. Restoration works may therefore be confined 
to refacing the brickwork and other repairs rather than substantial rebuilding. 
New top and bottom gates will be required. 

New Junction Canal Route 

Particular consideration has been given to the provision of a new route for the 
Junction Canal, between Lock 3 on Hanbury Road and the branch from the 
River Salwarpe into the Barge Canal in Vines Park. This problem arises from 
the sale of the original canal bed over most of this route, as can be seen from 
the Schedule of Features in Appendix B. 

Our proposals for the new route are shown on drawings 10 and 11 at the back 
of this Report, and are described in the remaining parts of this section. 

2.4.1 Barge Lock to Chapel Bridge 

The water level in the Salwarpe immediately upstream of Barge Lock is 
controlled at present by the existing measurement weir (Vines Park Gauging 
Weir). This is a compound weir with a first stage crest level of 27 .45mAOD. 
An approximate rating curve for this structure is shown as Figure 2.1. 
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The minimum onward flow in the Salwarpe prescribed by the NRA, before 
abstraction to the Barge Canal is permitted, is 19.5 MIld (0.226 cumecs); this 
corresponds to a water level of approximately 27. 63m which is thus the 
minimum water level for navigation purposes. 

The upper limit for navigation is dictated by the maximum (instantaneous) 
flow expected during the boating season; as far as reasonably practicable, the 
canal should be designed to be navigable at flows up to this maximum. Under 
this maximum flow condition there are two constraints to be considered; 
firstly the water level, which should not vary significantly at navigable flows 
(ie tow path flooding should not be permitted, hence water levels should not 
vary by more than about 300mm from minimum navigable flow condition; 
headroom availability is encompassed in the same consideration); and 
secondly, the velocity of flow should not exceed a practicable maximum of 
about 3 feet per second (0.9 mls). 

Analysis of the mean daily flow records for the Harford Hill gauging station 
for the years 1962-1983 inclusive (22 years of daily records) reveals the 
following exceedence probabilities in days per annum for the boating season 
April to October inclusive. 

Table 2.2 Harford Hill Gauging Station 
Mean daily flow exceedence probabilities 
for April-October (1962-1983) 

Mean Daily flow exceeding No of days per season 

5 cumecs 2.50 
10 cumecs 0.55 
15 cumecs 0.23 
20 cumecs 0.05 

The maximum mean daily flow from this record was 22.37 cumecs; whilst the 
maximum instantaneous flow on record is 70 cumecs. Some additional data 
from the hydrological record gives an indication of the relationship between 
instantaneous peak discharge and mean daily flow. 
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Table 2.3 Harford Hill gauging station 
Relation between peak and mean daily flow 

Date Instantaneous Mean Daily Ratio 
Peak Flow Flow Peak/Mean 
(cumecs) (cumecs) 

30.12.81 39.0 30.945 1.26 
15.07.82 20.0 12.635 1.58 
02.05.83 23.8 11.7 2.03 

Summer storms are generally more 'peaked' than winter storms and this is 
supported by this limited data sample. For design purposes it appears 
reasonable to assume that instantaneous peak flows of twice the daily mean 
could be expected. 

Hydrological analysis has indicated that the flow in the Salwarpe at Vines 
Park Weir is approximately half that at Harford Hill. 

In the reach from Barge Lock to the proposed Rugby Club Lock (Lock 6A), 
the critical section from the navigation viewpoint is at Chapel Bridge. Here 
the width of channel reduces to 5.3m; assuming the water depth is restored to 
1.5m, the waterway area will be approximately 8m2; and hence a limit on 
velocity of O. 9m1 s yields a limiting flow of 7.2 cumecs. 

If this is taken as a peak flow, the associated mean daily flow might be 
estimated at perhaps 3.6 cumecs; from the historic record this would be 
expected to be exceeded on average on only one or two days per season. This 
frequency is considered reasonable for design purposes. The situation would 
be improved only by increasing the waterway at Chapel Bridge; removal of 
the towpath would increase the waterway to 7.62m width, area 11.4m2, 
limiting flow 10.3 cumecs . The section would then become unnavigable on 
velocity grounds on one day in perhaps every two seasons. We do not believe 
this to be a worthwhile trade off for the loss of towpath under Chapel Bridge. 

The high flow limit to navigation must also be seen in context to the low flow. 
The Harford Hill daily record was analysed to assess the average number of 
days per season on which the flow in the Salwarpe at Vines Park weir would 
be expected to be less than the prescribed flow (19.5 MLD = 0.226 cumecs) -
under which conditions the Barge Canal could not be utilised; and the number 
of days when flow would be less than prescribed flow + maximum abstraction 
for navigation (taken as 7MLD = 0.081 cumecs); with the following results: 
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Table 2.4 Projected limit to navigability in Barge Canal 
Due to Low Flow Conditions April-October 
based on Harford Hill GS records 1962-1983 

Flow Condition Frequency 

Prescribed flow less than 19. 5MLD 25 days/ season 
Water available for abstraction less than 7MLD 36 days/season 
Fully Navigable (flow more than 26.5MLD) 153 days/season 

Range 

0-130 
0-95 
52-214 

It can be seen that the low flow restriction to navigation is much more severe 
than the high flow limit. 

We conclude that for this feasibility study an upper limit on design flow for 
navigation of perhaps 8 cumecs should be adopted for the reach incorporating 
the River Salwarpe. Water levels should be designed to fluctuate no more 
than 2-300mm over the range of flows 0.225-8 cumecs, being the practical 
navigability limits. 

From the rating curve for Vines Park weir, a flow of 8 cumecs will create an 
upstream water level of about 28.43m, 0.8m above the estimated minimum of 
27.63m at 0.225 cumecs. It is apparent that an additional overflow weir will 
be required to reduce the fluctuation in water level to the desired range. 

The most practicable location for this overflow would be on the north bank 
adjacent to the existing measurement weir. A long weir could be constructed 
from sheet piles with a channel formed by a second row of sheet piles to 
bypass the weir as indicated on Drawing 10. I A weir approximately 35m in 
length, operating in conjunction with the measurement weir, would limit the 
water level to approximately 27.88m at a flow of 8 cumecs, 250mm above the 
level at 0.225 cumecs; this is what has been assumed. 

In addition to this overflow weir, there is also a requirement for abstraction 
of water from the Salwarpe into the Barge Canal for navigation downstream. 
To guarantee the onward prescribed flow, this abstraction needs to be effected 
by means of a weir set above the measurement weir such that onset of flow 
over the abstraction weir occurs only when 19.5 MLD passes over the 
measurement weir, ie at an estimated level of 27. 63m. (The exact level will 
require more detailed calculation or field proving, depending on NRA 
dictates). 

To ensure that, under low flow conditions, as much of the excess flow above 
19.5MLD is passed to the Barge Canal is practicable, it is apparent that the 
abstraction weir should be as long as possible. Although the licensed 
abstraction quantity has yet to be fmalised, for feasibility purposes we have 
considered an abstraction limit of 7MLD = 0.081 cumecs. A sharp edge weir 
is probably most appropriate - an adjustable weir plate can be used to ensure 
that licence condition can be met by practical field trials if necessary and 
permits future review/adjustment. A 12m long weir set at 27.63m would 
deliver 0.081 cumecs at a water level of about 27.65m; at which level approx. 
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0.27 cumecs will pass over the measure~ent weir, 0.045 cumecs above the 
prescribed flow; a split of approximately % to the Salwarpe and % to the canal. 
A 24m weir would only offer marginal benefit (30170 split), whilst a 6m weir 
yield close to a 50/50 split. A 12m weir has therefore been adopted for the 
purposes of this study. 

To limit abstraction in a failsafe manner (ie such that the licence limit cannot 
be exceeded on a daily basis) is problematic, but the requirement for the 
overflow weir for regulating water levels provides the most reasonable 
practicable solution. By setting this overflow weir at a level corresponding 
with the maximum abstraction ie about 27.65m; at water levels in excess of 
27.65m on the vast majority of the river flow will pass over the measurement 
weir and overflow weir combination. We believe this should be sufficient to 
satisfy NRA; other measures could be adopted to limit the abstraction; but to 
physically guarantee the abstraction limit on a daily basis would require a 
mechanical system such as a control valve linked to a flow meter which closes 
off each day when (and if) the daily abstraction is reached. 

Because of the small head difference that will generally pertain between the 
Salwarpe and the Barge canal, the pipe between the collection chamber from 
the abstraction weir to the discharge point downstream of the lock needs to be 
of a reasonably large diameter in relation to the flow to limit headloss; a 
DN450 pipe has been proposed. Abstraction will need to be recorded, we 
would recommend a non-invasive type of meter (ultrasonic or electromagnetic) 
for this application, probably DN300. 

Water requirement for Barge lock itself would be mostly sensibly taken from 
the river direct and returned to the river downstream of the measurement 
weir. Return of water can be guaranteed by not providing sluices in the 
downstream gate; a side sluice discharging to the river would be the only 
means of emptying the lock. 

The weir arrangement herein described should ensure that a mlll11l1um 
headroom of 2.0m is always available at Chapel Bridge. The invert level of 
the channel under Chapel Bridge is presently about 26.8-27.0m. However, 
given that the original depth of the canal was 6 feet and that the towpath level 
under the bridge is approximately 28.0m; we consider that the original bed 
level below the bridge was perhaps 26.2 and that this level can be restored by 
dredging to give a normal 1.5m depth for navigation, some dredging is likely 
to be needed between the bridge and Barge Lock in addition. 

2.4.2 Chapel Bridge to Rugby Club Lock (6A) 

The existing river bed level falls fairly steadily from about 28.0m at the 
Rugby Club bridge to 27. Om at Chapel Bridge as it passes between the recent 
residential development on the north bank and the older commercial/industrial 
development on the south bank. If this reach is to be navigable under level 
control from the weir(s) at Barge Lock, it is apparent that the bed level of the 
river must be lowered by between 1 and 2m throughout. The channel should 
also be widened to permit two boats to pass comfortably. Given the depth of 
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excavation required and the proximity of development on both sides, 
navigability is most sensibly attained by creating a rectangular channel 
throughout this reach, using sheet piles where practicable. The solution 
proposed is shown on Drawing 10. Figure 2.2 shows typical sections through 
two representative parts of this reach. 

We have taken a minimum width of 9m for the rectangular channel as being 
sufficient for two boats to pass; it also generates the same waterway area as 
the proposed trapezoidal channel to be used elsewhere. The 'pinch point' in 
terms of engineering complexity is where Waterside Road runs close to river 
on the north bank (see section 2-2). The likelihood of foundations on the 
south bank suggests that the south bank of the improved channel must be 
formed at least 1.5m from the face of the buildings; sheet piling would be 
appropriate for this task. However this constraint then requires up to 4.5m 
of material to be retained on the north bank. Temporary works requirements 
to construct a conventional reinforced concrete retaining wall in this area 
would be excessive, if not impracticable. Steel driven piles of appropriate 
section might be utilised but are probably aesthetically unacceptable as well 
as being a future maintenance problem; our preferred solution is insitu bored 
concrete piles, with subsequent addition of brick facing. Insitu piling of 
course avoids the need for temporary works for conventional construction. 
There would not be space for a tow path at canal level (unless single lane 
operation were adopted), the towpath would be diverted to join the footpath 
on Waterside Road and thence over Chapel Bridge and to the south bank. 

The unavoidable S-bend in this reach will require relatively small radius 
curves; to compensate and to limit the velocity to ease navigation, this section 
should be as wide as practicable; 13-14m width is indicated on the drawing. 

Further upstream, the proximity of the new housing on the north bank is 
likely to require a low retaining wall adjacent to the towpath as shown on 
section 1-1. The retained height should not exceed about 1. 5m and brickwork 
is considered to be the most effective solution. 

It is feasible for part of this reach to be constructed as trapezoidal section 
without the need for sheet piling, and hence at lower cost, but the extra width 
of construction need would rule out provision of a towpath, and is not 
therefore preferred. 

Clearance under rugby club bridge would be a little less than 2m but could 
only be improved by reconstruction of this bridge; which may occur as a 
result of redevelopment in any event. 
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2.4.3 Rugby Club Lock (6A) to M5 

This reach encompasses the confluence of the Salwarpe and the Body Brook; 
the restored canal would follow the alignment of the Body Brook from the 
existing culvert under the M5. It is this existing culvert which dictates the 
level requirements for the reach; the culvert is 3. 3m high by 3. Om wide with 
an invert level ranging from 28.45 to 28.50. Hence a water level of about 
30.0m is required for navigation purposes based on a 1.5m water depth; this 
will leave a minimum headroom of 1. 8m through the culvert; this is less than 
desirable but unavoidable. 

However to ensure reasonable headroom is available for a new walkway 
through the culvert, 30.0m should be taken as a maximum; taking an absolute 
minimum water depth of 1. 2m, the minimum operating level should be 
29.70m. 

To minimise the level fluctuation, given the inflow from the Salwarpe, will 
clearly require a long weir; furthermore, the generally low lying land between 
the Body Brook and the Salwarpe will require that levels are largely regulated 
. to ensure flows are in-bank even at peak flows, given that water levels will 
be raised by perhaps 1m above the present level to permit navigation. 

This constraint points to a clear solution made available by virtue of the 
presence of the original canal adjacent to the river over a distance of some 
200m from the Body Brook to the Rugby Club Bridge, which can be utilised 
to form a two (or more) stage overflow weir. A weir length of about 50m set 
at 29.70m will regulate water levels in the range 29.70-29.90 at flows up to 
the 8 cumec design flow described earlier. A second stage weir of 150m 
length, probably constructed as reinforced grass, would limit the maximum 
water level to about 30.15 at the maximum historic flood flow of around 35 
cumecs (ie half the maximum recorded at Harford Hill). 

The overflow channel being the old canal would be used to convey the flow 
downstream of the proposed Rugby Club Lock as shown on the Drawing. A 
culvert has been assumed for the present to take the flow beneath the rugby 
club access road; open channel would be an option, but of course would then 
require a bridge. A culvert of perhaps 3m x 3m cross section is anticipated. 

The lock itself would be best placed just upstream of the Rugby Club Bridge; 
with perhaps 10m between the bridge and the downstream gates of the lock. 
Within this space a new drainage ditch would discharge (see drawing). By 
retaining the narrow lock section through the bridge itself it should be possible 
to carry out to construction without reconstructing the bridge. Construction 
of the overflow/bypass culvert as a first stage would enable this to be used to 
divert the river to permit the lock to be constructed. 

Siting of the lock further upstream has been considered but the depth of 
excavation on the downstream side becomes excessive and the. length available 
for overflow weir reduces; and this is more problematic. Siting the lock 
upstream of the Salwarpe/Body Brook confluence would eliminate the 
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overflow problem but the excavation and earthworks downstream make this 
less attractive. 

The confluence of the watercourses affords the opportunity to create a canal 
basin with adjacent mooring potential by removal of the peninsula of land 
.between the two. This material can then usefully be utilised locally to raise 
ground levels by 0.3-0.9m to a level of 30.3-30.4m, clear of the maximum 
flood level. 

The existing Corbetts Bridge culvert will need to be replaced to pennit 
navigation. Two options have been considered; fIrstly to replace with a 
culvert of similar dimension to the M5 culvert, with the navigation between 
here and the M5 confined to the same width as the culvert itself, and secondly 
to construct in full width through to the M5 culvert. However, we feel the 
extra cost of the bridge which would be needed in the latter case not to be 
justified for the sake of an extra 35m of full width canal. TraffIc control for 
use of the M5 culvert would then be brought to the downstream end of 
Corbetts Bridge culvert, with the advantage that signals will be clearly visible 
for a considerable distance. 

Throughout this reach the towpath would be situated on the north bank; a new 
footbridge will be required over the Salwarpe. Adjacent to this bridge on the 
east bank would be situated the pumping station required for abstraction of 
water from the Salwarpe to enable navigation upstream as described elsewhere 
in this report. 

2.4.4 M5 to Lock 3 

The original canal route in this section is not available for restoration. 
Negotiations with the landowners between the M5 and Lock 3 have led to the 
identifIcation of the alignment shown on Drawing 11. 

From the M5 the route would initially follow the Body Brook, widening the 
north bank of the Brook, so as not to encroach on land owned by Mr HatfIeld. 
The alignment would then swing gently to the north through the existing 
bridge over the Body Brook (which would be reconstructed) on land owned 
by Mr Pearman before turning south east on the north bank aligned essentially 
on the tributary of the Body Brook (the north bank of which is land owned by 
Mr Weston, the south bank by Mr Pearman and Mr Karakashian). The route 
then passes through the County Council yard before rejoining the original 
alignment on the approach to Lock 3. 

This section originally had two locks; and two locks will still be required. 
Water conservation requirements dictate that, in essence, volume required for 
locking from Lock 1 to Lock 5/5A should not increase: hence the lift required 
for locks 4A and 5A is effectively pre-determined. On grounds of 
accessibility and topography, the most appropriate locations for the two new 
locks are at the existing Body Brook bridge (5A) and in the County Council 
yard (4A). 
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At Lock 5A, the level required upstream (approximately 33.55m) is too high 
to enable a water supply from the Body Brook to be utilised for locking, 
hence the Body Brook will need to be diverted parallel to the new canal to 
discharge downstream of the new lock. 

Between the M5 and Lock 5A, the need to align the canal north of the Body 
Brook results in some fairly extensive excavation; but mitigation measures to 
the landowners include provision of a noise bund alongside the M5 on Mr 
Pearman's land and a landscape bund alongside the canal for Mr Hatfield, will 
utilise most of the excavated material. 

The need for one way traffic through the M5 culvert dictates that a waiting 
area will be required upstream of the culvert entrance and hence vertical bank 
protection (sheet piles) have been indicated on the north bank for this purpose. 
The towpath will need to be on the north bank between M5 and 5A, and will 
be continued through the M5 culvert, but only as an emergency Imaintenance 
access not as a public footpath. 

The towpath between Lock 5A and 4A is problematic since none of the 
landowners want the towpath on their side. This matter remains to be 
resolved. The new canal would afford the opportunity to divert the public 
footpath currently crossing Mr Pearmans and Mr Karakashian' s land just north 
of the original route canal, to the benefit of those landowners. In the event 
that no public access towpath could be agreed, passage from Lock 4A to 5A 
would have to be via Hanbury Road. 

Just upstream of Lock 5A the new canal would be constructed partially on 
embankment. This necessity could only be avoided by resiting Lock 5A some 

. 150m upstream, with the attendant access problem; but this is a feasible 
alternative. 

At Lock 4A, a vehicle access bridge would need to be provided for 
maintenance purposes and to compensate Mr Weston for the loss of his 
existing field access just east of the council yard across the infilled canal. 
This will also serve to replace the existing footbridge over the Body Brook 
tributary. A new outfall for this tributary into the new canal just downstream 
of Lock 4A would be required (the watercourse is presently culverted from the 
south side of Hanbury Road). 

Between Lock 4A and Lock 3 the towpath would be situated on the south bank 
which will ensure the works remain entirely on WDC land. 

2.4.5 New Structures for Junction Canal 

Locks 

On the Junction Canal three new locks are required along the proposed line 
of the canal. These have been identified as locks 4A, 5A and 6A. At locks 
4A and 5A a new access bridge is also to be provided across the canal. 
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\1 The proposed form of construction for all three locks is a reinforced con rete 
trough similar to that suggested in the 1985 Feasibility Study produced ~ The 
Droitwich Canals Trust. The concrete is to be brick faced to match existing 
structures. See Figure 2.3. 

The access bridge adjacent to each of locks 4A and 5A will provide a 3.5 
metre wide crossing of the canal. The form of construction for the bridges 
could be steel, concrete or timber for the spans envisaged. 

M5 Culvert 

The existing culvert under the M5 provides adequate clearance for boat traffic, 
but no towpath is provided. The width required for canal traffic, 2.28m 
minimum as for the locks, will restrict the width available for the walkway to 
0.72m. Therefore the walkway will be considered as an 
emergency/maintenance access only as noted previously. A suggested form 
of construction is shown on Figure 2.4. 

Corbetts Bridge Culvert 

A crossing of the canal is required as access to Impney Farm from Hanbury 
Road. 

A simple reinforced concrete box culvert would suffice but there is currently 
a resurgence of interest in the construction of masonry arch bridges. The 
latter would result in a structure more in keeping with the surroundings and 
existing structures. There may also be potential for subsidy from research 
organisations . 

2.5 A449 Crossing 

2.5.1 Background 

The Barge Canal at Hawford was originally crossed by a brick arch bridge of 
similar design to others on the canal. During the 1940's the road was 
upgraded, the crossing was widened and the bridge was partly demolished and 
replaced with a concrete pipe culvert. 

Further changes were made when a new dual carriageway was built over the 
crossing in the 1960s. The new road was at a slightly different angular 
alignment to the previous and the culvert underneath was extended to take 
account of the increased construction width. Because of the road geometry 
relative to the original canal the culvert has two bends in plane to form an'S' 
shape. Record drawings give conflicting sizes for the culvert but it is believed 
to be 48" diameter. 
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2.5.2 Canals Trust Proposals 

The Chainnan's Report contains a description of proposals that had been 
developed by the Trust over several years based on early evidence about the 
likely cost of installing a navigation sized culvert under the existing A449. 
In fact in 1985 the County Council started to prepare a scheme to insert a 
culvert under this road, but matters were not progressed beyond the initial 
planning stage. 

The Trust's proposals were therefore based on the concept of a new two level 
lock, constructed to the east of the A449, at a point where the River Salwarpe 
approaches and runs alongside the Barge Canal (see Drawing 9). A two level 
lock is required because the Salwarpe at this point is at two levels - the upper 
level forming a mill pond (for Hawford Mill) and the lower level draining into 
the River Severn. 

As an alternative to the two-level lock two separate locks could be provided, 
with associated earthworks and additional dredging of the Salwarpe. 

The Trust's scheme would require the lower level of the Salwarpe to be 
straightened out and dredged, to accept full sized narrow boats (72'). 

The advantage of the Trust's scheme over the culvert under the A449 option 
was perceived to be financial as the opportunity would be taken to make use 
of the existing Salwarpe bridge which has ample room for navigation. Indeed 
it is already used for this purpose as there is a mooring and boat yard at 
Hawford Mill at present, for the relatively short but wide beamed Severn 
cruisers. 

The Trust's scheme has been fully explored with the NRA, who have raised 
the following objections:-

a) Straightening of the River Salwarpe would change the river regime and 
may:-

increase velocities 
increase erosion of banks and bed 
increase silt loading in the Salwarpe and the Severn 
increase flooding 

b) Because of changes to the regime there would be environmental 
changes that may be unacceptable but would certainly need to be 
addressed in more detail before approval to such a scheme could be 
given. Typical matters to consider would be:-

loss of floodplain 
ecological impact (eg banks ide vegetation, aquatic habitats etc) 
loss of amenity (eg fishing) 
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c) There would be an increase in the maintenance requirements of the 
Salwarpe and possible conflict of interests between the Canal and river 
needs. NRA would wish to remain the controlling authority in order 
to fulfil statutory obligations. 

d) NRA would be concerned about pressure for ancillary development, 
eg:-

marmas 
sewage disposal (pollution) 
water abstraction for boats (resources) 

2.5.3 The Culvert Option 

Because of these objections by NRA we have considered in detail the option 
to instal a culvert under the A449, approximately on the line of the original 
Canal as shown on Drawing No 9. 

There would be ample cover available under the road (more than 2m) to instal 
a full height culvert either by a cut-and-cover method or by thrust boring. 
Either would be feasible and selection would be based on contractor's tendered 
prices. In general the cut-and-cover method would be cheaper if traffic 
interference can be tolerated. 

A complication which might militate against the thrust bore approach is the 
presumed presence of the original bridge in the foundations of the present 
road. 

A reinforced concrete box culvert with internal dimensions 5.8 wide x 4.5m 
high would be required. This would allow a 1m wide towpath to be installed. 
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3. WATER RESOURCES STUDY 

3.1. Introduction 

This section of the Feasibility Report addresses the water resources aspects of 
the restoration study, both quantitative and qualitative. A considerable amount 
of data have been collected from previous studies, statutory consultees, other 
outside organisations and by site investigation in order to quantify the inflows 
and outflows of the canal system and establish if sufficient resources are 
available to meet the requirements of the restored canals, without significant 
environmental impact. 

The section is split into five sub-sections. Following the introduction, section 
3.2 outlines the work of previous studies and discusses the conclusions that 
have been reached regarding resource quantity and quality. Section 3.3 
describes the site investigation work undertaken for this feasibility study and 
the methodology employed to quantify the canal system inflows and outflows. 
In section 3.4, the water balance approach employed to identify the resource 
deficit is discussed and options for meeting the shortfall are proposed. Section 
3.5 details the results of the water quality study and comments on the potential 
impacts of the restoration proposals in these terms. 

3.2. Previous Studies 

3.2.1 Water Resources 

The Droitwich Canals Trust (DCT) have made considerable efforts in the past 
to acquire sufficient water resources to supply a fully restored Barge Canal. 
A detailed investigation undertaken by members of the Trust in the 1970's led 
to an application for a licence to abstract water from the River Salwarpe. The 
application was originally drawn-up for pumped abstraction at three locations 
on the River Salwarpe, one at Navigation Meadow, the other two downstream 
near Porter's Mill. The intention was that these sites would be used one at 
a time in the staged restoration of the Barge Canal and would be later replaced 
by a combined impounding and gravity abstraction licence at Town Lock. 

This licence was agreed in principle by Severn Trent Water Authority 
(STW A) but has not been put in force pending a construction, maintenance 
and operation agreement being reached with the landowner on whose land the 
works are to be situated (believed to be the District Council). 

The original licence quantities requested by DCT were 62,500 gallons 
(284. 1m3

) per hour, 1.5 million gallons (6,819. 1m3
) per day and 225 million 

gallons (1,022,872m3
) per year. These were agreed to by STWA with the 

"special condition" that abstraction may be required to be reduced or ceased 
if the flow in the Salwarpe at the Harford Hill gauging station was 0.37 
cumecs or less. In terms of the planned gravity abstraction at Town Lock, 
this restriction threshold or Minimum Prescribed Flow (MPF) today translates 
to 19.5 Ml/d at the impounding weir. The weir was actually constructed by 
the Trust in the late 1980's but has yet to have its plate put in place. The 
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design of the weir satisfied the NRA that the 19.5 Mll d MPF would be met 
before the proposed abstraction to the Barge Canal took place. No 
impounding licence, however, is currently in force for this weir. 

DCT re-examined their water requirements for the canal in the late 1970's and 
concluded that the requirement for the gravity feed at Town Lock could reach 
2.5mgd (11.36 m3/d). Since the existing application was, and still is, to be 
determined for that point, STW A indicated that a new application for the 
gravity abstraction should be made at the revised rate. 

This is the current stand of the NRA today, who now control the licensing of 
surface and groundwater abstractions. In 1981, STW A believed that since 
additional licences had been granted to other applicants since 1977, when the 
Trust's licence was issued, it would be necessary to restrict the additional 
Imgd requested by the Trust to a higher threshold or MPF in the Salwarpe at 
the impounding weir of 24.5 Mlld. 

Any new application is likely to be subject to fresh consideration by the NRA, 
taking into account other abstractions from the Salwarpe, discharges to the 
river, together with fisheries and environmental concerns. However, it is 
reasonable to assume for the purposes of this feasibility study that an MPF of 
19.5 Ml/d at the Vines Park weir will be the approximate threshold for 
abstraction of 1.5mgd (6.82 Ml/d) from the Salwarpe to feed the canal, rising 
to around 24.5 Ml/d for any abstraction authorised in excess of 1.5mgd. 
Before the NRA fully consider a new application from DCT, however, it is 
impossible to say whether an abstraction quantity in excess of 1.5mgd would 
be authorised. 

With regard to the Junction Canal, it has been recognised for sometime that 
the water supply for this canal, once restored, would have to come from the 
Worcester & Birmingham (W&B) Canal. There are no surface inflows to the 
canal upstream of the Body Brook other than from direct rainfall but there are 
3 locks that will be restored and a fourth one will be created in this reach. 
The W&B is therefore the only available source of water for these locks. 
However, British Waterways, who own the W&B, have previously stated that 
any water supplied to the Junction would have to be back-pumped to the 
W &B, in total. This is also their current stand. 

3.2.2 Water Quality 

Droitwich is an old salt town and the presence of high salinity in the River 
Salwarpe as it passes through the town has been well documented (e.g. 
STW A, 1986). There are currently three areas of significant artesian brine 
discharge: 
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(i) to Hen Brook, upstream of Oroitwich, which flows into the River 
Salwarpe 

(ii) to Body Brook, at and around Walmer Farm, east of Oroitwich 

(iii) to the Salwarpe throughout Vines Park, including piped discharge 
from a well in Vines Lane and by direct seepage through the bed of 
the river. 

Now that the Barge Canal has been restored in Vines Park, artesian discharge 
to the canal is also occurring, through bed seepage, overflow from the 
medieval and 19th century brine pits, and from the High Street Brine Pumping 
Station. 

The prospect of the back-pumping of water from the Junction Canal to the 
Worcester & Birmingham Canal prompted British Waterways (BW) in 1991 
to investigate the environmental impacts of this, with particular reference to 
salinity problems. A detailed conductivity survey of the River Salwarpe , 
Barge Canal at Vines Park and disused Junction Canal was carried out in 
September 1991. This revealed a typical conductivity in the River Salwarpe 
of 3500j.tS/cm, 6-7 times the conductivity of the Worcester & Birmingham 
Canal. BW expressed concern that back-pumping the higher salinity water 
could "form a layer of heavier saltier water sitting on the bed of the canal", 
which "could be very damaging to wildlife and fishery". However, they also 
reported that the thorough mixing of the two waters may prevent significant 
impact, depending on the dilution that could be achieved. 

Water Quality problems have also been encountered in the restored Barge 
Canal at the site of the Hampton Road Wharf and Marina. The OCT 
headquarters at the Marina now stand on the site of the town's old Gas 
Works. Pollution has been caused in recent years by overflows of 
ammoniacal and phenolic gas liquors from two underground tanks, by tar 
rising to the surface (after one tank was infilled) and by the general release of 
contaminants as solid wastes are moved within the site. 

3.3 Site Investigations and Methodology 

3.3.1 Water Resources 

The methodology employed in this feasibility study to assess the water 
resource requirements of the restored Junction and Barge Canals centres on 
the development of a water balance for the canals. This requires the 
identification and quantification of all inflows and outflows to the canal 
system. The balance is discussed in detail in Section 3.4, but the derivation 
of the inflows and outflows is outlined below. 

It was considered that an appropriate design return period for the water 
balance would be 10 years. This means that the resources aim of the canals 
restoration would be to ensure sufficient water supply is available to meet the 
peak: demand in, on average, 9 out of every 10 years (i.e. with a 90% 
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reliability). Since the peak demand occurs in the 30 weeks of "summer" from 
April to October (the 'cruising season'), the inflows and outflows of the canal 
system, detailed below, were evaluated as the 1 in 10 year (summer) daily 
quantities. 

All data required to quantify these parameters have been obtained from outside 
organisations, including the NRA, British Waterways, Droitwich Canals Trust, 
Hereford and Worcester County Council and Wychavon District Council, 
from published information and from map inspection. No site investigations 
such as flow measurement have been undertaken. 

The inflows and outflows common to both canals are: 

• natural inflow 

• direct rainfall 

• groundwater inflow 

• seepage/leakage 

• evaporation 

• lockage 

Natural Inflow is defined here as the runoff from the natural catchment of the 
canal. Along most sections of the canal, the contributing catchment is very 
small and this inflow is particularly low. 

Direct rainfall is the quantity of rain falling directly on the surface area of the 
canal. This parameter and the natural inflow have been estimated from 
monthly rainfall records for the area received from the NRA. 

Groundwater inflow is known to be occurring in the lower sections of the 
Junction Canal, in the River Salwarpe, and in the upper part of the already 
restored Barge Canal (see section 3.2.2). However, it is difficult to quantify 
this artesian discharge and therefore an allowance has been made in the 
seepage/leakage outflow estimates (see below). For the purposes of the water 
balance, therefore, groundwater inflow is taken to be zero. 

Seepage/leakage is well known as the major outflow or demand on a canal's 
resources, often exceeding lockage. Seepage and leakage are taken together, 
as one parameter, although seepage can be defmed as a diffuse outflow from 
the canal bed, which can only be cured by lining, whereas leakage tends to 
mean localised losses of water which can be repaired, for example, with 
puddled clay. As with groundwater inflow, it is difficult to quantify without 
monitoring inflows, outflows and water level change in a section of canal over 
a period of time. 

Observations made in the past in the UK suggest that an average value for 
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seepage/leakage and evaporation on Binningham Canal Navigation is 20mmld 
over the surface area of the canal (Hyde, 1977). Other canals in the midlands 
have had figures of up to 35mm/d observed. The figure for seepage/leakage 
on the restored Droitwich Canals could be expected to be somewhat lower 
because of the known groundwater inflow (which is being accounted for in a 
net seepage/leakage quantity) and the fact that evaporation is considered 
separately. However, since leakage has been a known problem in the past, 
a conservative value of 25mm1d has been adopted for use in the water 
balance. 

Evaporation has been estimated from meteorological data recorded for the area 
in the Institute of Hydrology's publication Hydrological data UK : The 1984 
Drought (lH, 1985). A summer value of 3mm1d has been adopted. 

Lockage is required on both canals. The Junction Canal will have 6 locks 
following restoration, the Barge Canal 8, plus Town Lock. The quantity 
required for lockage, however, is different. The capacity of the Junction 
locks (both existing and planned) is approximately 175m3

. At the peak of 24 
lockages per day, the total demand will be some 4.2 MIld. The capacity of 
the Barge locks, on the other hand, is around 235m3

, thus giving a required 
lockage of 5.65 MIld. Town Lock is an exception. There is little change in 
depth between the River Salwarpe and Barge Canal, and the estimated 
capacity of this lock is only about 27m3

. Peak lockage is therefore estimated 
at 0.65 MIld. Lockage, of course, is both an inflow and an outflow. It is an 
inflow to a canal pound below one lock and an outflow from that pound at the 
next lock. 

Inflows and Outflows occurring in one or other of the canals include: 

• storm sewer inflows 

• abstraction 

• Body Brook 

• Swan Pool catchment 

• River Salwarpe 

• Linacres Tributary 

Storm sewer outflows are located along the Barge Canal through Droitwich 
and along a short stretch of the River Salwarpe in the vicinity of Chapel 
Bridge. Discharge quantities have been evaluated from rainfall data, the 
sewer catchment areas and percentage runoff estimates. 

No licensed abstractions exist on either canal or the navigable part of the 
Salwarpe except for the DCT licence to abstract from the Salwarpe to supply 
the Barge Canal. This is not yet in force and thus abstraction outflows are 
zero. 
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The Body Brook presently flows into the River Salwarpe just upstream of the 
Rugby Club. Following restoration it will join the Junction Canal near Lock 
Sa and will contribute its flow to the canal resources. 1 in 10 year (summer) 
minimum flows have been evaluated from flow gaugings and a flow duration 
curve produced by the NRA. 

The Swan Pool catchment or Hadzor stream feeds into the Body Brook at the 
MS culvert. Flows from this catchment have been estimated by proportioning 
the River Salwarpe flows (see below) on the basis of catchment area. 

The River Salwarpe will meet the restored Junction Canal just upstream of the 
Rugby Club. Flows in the river at this location have been estimated from the 
flow record for the NRA gauging station at Harford Hill, near Salwarpe 
Village. Mean Daily Flows have been received from the NRA for this station. 
Spot gaugings of flows at both Harford Hill and Vines Park in the past 
revealed a flow ratio of 2: 1. Therefore, the mean daily flow record from 
Harford Hill has been processed to derive estimates of the 1 in 10 year 
(summer) minimum flow for the Salwarpe at the Rugby Club location. 

Linacres Tributary is the name given in this study to the small stream that 
flows into the Barge Canal close to Linacres Cottages, some 700m below 
Porter's Mill. Flows have been estimated by proportioning the River 
Salwarpe flows on the basis of catchment area. 

3.3.2 Water Quality 

To supplement the existing water quality information for the River Salwarpe 
and canals, briefly discussed in Section 2.2, water quality surveys were 
conducted in January and February 1994. The fIrst survey involved in-situ 
measurement of quality parameters at some 27 locations. A hand-held 
"Water Quality Checker (WQC)" was used to record the pH, conductivity, 
salinity, dissolved oxygen and temperature at each site. These measurements 
are shown in Table 3 .1. 

The second survey comprised sampling at 9 key sites with subsequent 
laboratory analysis (carried out by H&WCC) for major anions and cations at 
all sites, metals at 4 of the sites, and Phenols and P AH at one site. The 
analysis results are presented in Table 3.2. In-situ measurements taken at the 
same time using the WQC are included in Table 3.1. 

The results of the water quality surveys and the implications for the canal 
restoration are discussed in Section 3.S. All measurement and sample sites 
are shown on Drawing No 12. 
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Table 3.1 : SWK Water Qualitv data for the Droitwich Canals and River Salwarpe - in situ measurements 

!fJ~rClm~t~.r~ mE:!~s~~~ o~. 25/1 !?~. ~~in9~.~~ \Va.!~r QualityC:;hE:!?~E:!rf'NQqt , .. 
le4ta.~tii.d!m~?§L1.&"i:m 14!&.94Q~i(j{Bf),¢.. w..a.(~tqI:J.4{ijYQIJ.ii.¢k.~f:(WQ9)h [sites also sampled - see Table 3.2J 

(Refer to Drawing No. 12 for site bcatbns) 

8ite No.1 Grid Ref. Site Description pH Condo 
(uS/Cm) 

Salinity 
(%) 

DO 
(mQ/l) 

Temp. 
(deQ.C) 

Comments WQC 
No. 

1 S0934642 W&B Canal u/s of weir to Body Bk. 6.13 579 0.02 10.08 6.5 d1 
2 S0934642 Body Bk. u/s of W&B Canal weir 7.87 3630 0.16 10.67 6.1 d2 
3 80926633 Trib. of Body Bk. near W&B crossing 6.00 660 0.02 10.00 6.0 d3 

:tr: ~:¢~ :::):)f:::j4: 6.6 :t.4i:ki~ib.~~W&k~ml~~;NtQ r::/(::::::::(:::::)::':')::}j:j::::t{r l 
0.02 5.44 5.9 d5 

4 S0922629 Junction/W&B Canals confluence 6.00 619 
::%~tf}:::{:~: tFSQ92?t?~.m;' :w&;fklfilW~El¢~iijf/~:P'9h~~iiq(;# f :::;;::; :::Hij~;'iJ, }':?:UHH{: 59gJt 

5 S0921630 Junction Canal - above top lock 7.92 612 
6 S0919630 Junction Canal - bck 2 637 
7 S0916631 Junction Canal - bck 3 7.24 2390 0.11 0.22" 6.6 1 No condo change with depth d7 
6 S0917631 Junc. Canal - bet. lock 3 & Council Yard 2660 

1:;:I:~:: S~1.l~#:::::'; .':'qyrc.; 9<!fI/iCfi;l?~t#!99f(~ :4',9o~~;hY<:!tq : :::;:t:tz;.S/$ :::;::t;::::~~Q . (i ~.? .::iJt:::t/~·.8.1 .~; T4dt@iflpl.PJl~:W.litki}i:J:f§1:i:'li{l:Qi:'(:}}::jj:'::@:::::1::tI:tW?}:?(::;;' 
9 S0917631 Junc.Canal-justu/sofCouncilYard 6.11 3100 0.14 15.60 6.7 d6 

.::\)\??~.~.: ,';:\s~t.2~? H: :.§9(jk~/(;~(@j?~@;t~:::::::}t:t:f:::::»::' ',(;+?',14, ... :;,;.)HH 621q t::: .. :::t Q.:.~f :::::I.m:i:::1.J.·QQ .;: :;\'.:;;)\::-?;!!. :rijf.Jjla.jfypI6ljjiW.9.i.ii~'q)f#Jl~tj11l ?;: :: ,:\/C<:;{"". Ii::::::.:::::::),) I 
10 S0909631 Swan Pool 6.27 1210 0.05 10.89 7.6 Receives a lot of M5 drainage d9 
11 S0909633 Body Bk. u/s of 8alwarpe confluence 8.03 6030 0.31 11.63 6.9 No condo change with depth d12 
12 S0906634 8alwarpe u/s of Body Bk. confluence 8.15 1300 0.05 12.39 6.9 No condo change with depth d11 

::IIflm:j~; :M;~~~;:::::$:~i~:~t~a&~kg~~~::::?}:/'ittt:tf?;: )}:t.::f ~:j~ .. {r:::(~j~: ~;:~~. :,::::t:::mk:~~:~1 :tt~~·:1:Uib.@~YkJ~:~i~~#i:i4~Nt.Q:t::mthtFillW@i1' :ttt::r:i::III 
14 S0903635 Salwarpe at Chapel Bridge 6.13 2320 0.10 12.49 6.5 d 1 0 
15 S0902636 Salwarpe at Vines Pk. u/s of brine outfall 6.20 2600 0.12 12.62 6.6 d 13 
16 S0901636 Salwarpe at Vines Pk. dIs of brine outfall 6.12 3660 0.16 12.76 6.4 d14 
17 S0902635 Barge Canal just dIs of Barge Lock (V.Pk.) 6.41 2640 0.12 11.66 6.4 U/S of 19th century brine pit d 15 
16 S0900635 Barge Canal at 2nd swingbridge (V.Pk.) 6.34 3160 0.15 11.71 6.0 Cond o = 3500 at 6Ocm, >100000 on bed (9Ocm)! d16 

. \l184,: '::%:':90100635::):,: t 9ttfqfJ.Qturyl:jr(niAj:rrt(~~· V!h~spaik) .; })):, ::r:." 7. 1? '\' ?: 19Qo&j. :{'/ ... :?-4.:09, 7. Q!C;';S, ·::} •• ?:::::::':':}::::}"\ ..• ;,.:,~;':·\.:(:::.::I::j:::t::.i.::::: •• :Ifi}J:m;;·:q··(· ';'. 
.... .. ... 1~ ... S08966~6 ... Ba.r!:!~ <?anal by old (3as. WC?rks ................... 6.3",. .. ... 4070 ..... 0.20 ...... 11.27 7.5 9on.(j:::: '" 2500O'()rt~e.(jJ~ :?".'~ ............ ........ . d17 
:\\,)%1'1~; :HH::S~96636:::K &lge/9i#tI.~!pY'''!48a~.::Wi;ir~$ :::;fr\:\))?Hf::V;7.£i1 :::;{:;:{:/:\5?7p :,'f?:'::// Q,2§ ::::)::;:::::::=:/10,04 '!~rqgnq?§?t' 25()QQ'PiiJ?lilj(1)?,iJ)2LT4tpli;fifYH€Jt C:j:) ::::rI:IHI 

2080894636 Barge Canal to west of rail bridge (N'wch) 6.28 3660 0.17 10.67 7.2Cond.="'250000nbed(1.7m) 6 

::::?:~} .: ~~~;~~~ ..... :~~: g:~:~ :~.~:~:~~ ~~~~~~Z: ··,,::):,.t.:;:~~ ::'.f:t{:~~t¢,/;;:. ~: ~~·{:Ig::f:~~:~ ::d::d:H::f:'}f~:~·,t4.f~@;&k!:~WJi.k~L~E4::Nra.:\:::.,::m.mm::::mmtI:IIJ}:::':'.' d 19 
22 80673621 Salwarpe at 8alwarpe Court 6.45 2960 0.14 13.09 7.6 d20 

."t;~j .:: ~*:::~.};.i) ··:~~~·g:~~t:~ ~~~~~:.:::::j:··:·::!J::.::.:::::i}i N:J:::itXt$ \]::::::::::::::::.j~1~ ::@II:I:I::k:.j1 ::: !~:~~ ::m·.nT.}tr~:~ ·.~~(~;;g;i~~ii~~~s~:a4:W:m;i:i:)::::i:::j:':::::::,.::C"::,:':"""':':':'::::::J'.:C":: ..... ,.,.,.: .· ·1 
24 S0864619 SalwarpeatNewMill 6.42 2360 0.11 13.43 7.7 Nocond.changewithdepth 
25 S0862606 Martin Bk. near Porters Mill 6.12 1550 0.06 10.27 7.4 
26 S0846602 Salwarpe at A449 bridge 6.33 2520 0.11 12.70 7.6 
27 S0847599 Barge Canal at A449 culvert 7.90 3030 0.14 7.77 6.7 
?7!: ::}\$Q.':11i$~fDt ;'~(ge: Cail~!A.tA449.i:'4W~ifJ: :/,;:.:::;'\:.;:"? -:::;:':,n:::::'l;{)? jj::tf3.Q4.9 \::(Q;14 .,/::i::':;it {{,P? .::ttttII: ::t@lr4rb.Kif(ypifHRi}WQf.kfflf}t§lP!Ntf/ :?: :::'::}}:::,:,":';::;~:(.::,:::,., 



Table 3.2 : SWK Water Quality data for the Droitwich Canals and River Salwarpe - sample analvsis results 

SamplH taken on 14/2194 

(Refer to Table 3.1 & Drawing No.1:! for site locations) 

Oetarminand Units Site No. 
4 8 9a 13 18a 19 21 23 27 

Sulphate (504) mgtl 50 170 810 330 7100 390 200 120 140 
Magnesium (Mg) mg/l 20 40 105 58 130 55 48 45 45 
Sodium (Na) mg/l 480 530 820 335 144000 825 510 420 460 
Potassium (K) mgtl 7.5 17.2 15.8 20.0 210.0 28.0 20.4 18.4 25.0 
Iron (Fe) ugtl 840 810 390 340 5150 340 1790 
Chloride (CQ mgtl 120 1050 1820 860 39640 1950 1300 1150 1300 
Calcium (Ca) mgtl 40 60 290 130 860 120 80 60 70 
Alkalinity (HC03) mg/l 122 439 415 3M 49 439 305 354 342 
Nltrm (N03) mg/l 48 1 41 31 
Ammonium (NH4) mg/l 0.2 2.8 < 0.05 2.8 
Aluminium (AI) ug/l 60 390 110 200 
Mangan_ (Mn) mgtl 0.02 2.05 0.04 0.03 
Copper (Cu) ug/l 20 600 30 30 
Zinc (Zn) ug/l 40 550 40 70 
Phosphorous (P) ug/l 1143 < 100 1085 1173 
Arsenic (As) ugtl 10 0.9 8.8 3.8 
Cadmium(Cd) mgtl < 0.02 < 0.02 < 0.02 < 0.02 
Chromium (Cr) mg/l 0.03 0.7 0.02 0.02 
Mercury (Hg) ug/l < 1 < 1 < 1 < 1 
Nickel (N~ mgtl 0.02 8.25 0.04 0.05 
Lead (Pb) mg/l < 0.02 0.38 < 0.02 < 0.02 
Total Phenols ug/l < 0.05 
Total P.A.H. * ug/l 0.058 
Senzo 3 4 Pyrena ngtl 18 

* P.A.H. includes the 8 individuals prescribed by the Water Regulations 



3.4 The Water Balance 

3.4.1 Introduction 

Following the identification of all inflows (supply) to the restored canals and 
all outflows (demand) from the canals, an initial water balance was prepared 
to assess any shortfall in resources. This daily balance was constructed in 
spreadsheet format (using Lotus 1-2-3) so that a conceptual model of the canal 
system was developed. This had the benefit that changes to any 
inflow/outflow parameters could be quickly and easily made, and the effect 
on the rest of the system immediately assessed. The spreadsheet approach 
also facilitated easy-to-understand graphical representation of the water 
balance. 

The water balance was constructed on a reach-by-reach basis to help identify 
the location of any shortfall in resources. The Junction and Barge Canals 
were both divided into four reaches which followed the planned restoration 
route, rather than the historic course of the canals. The reaches were as 
follows (refer to Drawing No 12): 

Junction Canal Reach 1 : Worcester & Birmingham Canal confluence to 
Lock 4a 

Reach 2 : Lock 4a to Lock 5a 
Reach 3 : Lock 5a to Lock 6a 
Reach 4 : Lock 6a to Town Lock 

Barge Canal Reach 1 : Town Lock to Lock 2 
Reach 2 : Lock 2 to Lock 5 
Reach 3 : Lock 5 to Lock 6 
Reach 4 : Lock 6 to River Severn 

3.4.2 Initial Water Balance (Balance A) 

The initial water balance, "Balance A", is shown in Figure 3.1. The peak 
lockage demand is imposed on the balance, even where there is insufficient 
water to meet it. It is therefore the lock "Bypass" parameter in the balance 
which illustrates the surplus or shortfall in the system. The Bypass value is 
totalled cumulatively as the net inflow/outflow balance passes down the canals 
from reach to reach. 

Balance A illustrates that a shortfall in water resources of some 4.46 MIld in 
the Junction Canal and 7.06 MIld in the Barge Canal would exist following 
the planned restoration, if no new water supply were found. This assumes 
that no supply is taken from the Worcester and Birmingham Canal and any 
abstraction from the River Salwarpe at Vines Park to meet the lockage 
demand of Town Lock is returned to the river. 

This is a hypothetical situation but it clearly identifies the magnitude of the 
resource deficit. 
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Figure 3.1 : Water Balance for the restored Junction and Barge Canals - Balance A 

1. Natural InputS/Outputs are 1 in 10 year minima (to give -reliable yield, 
2. All values in Mild 
3. Locks represented thus: U1ffif4 
4. Lockage value shown once in a reach applies to ALL locks in that reach 
5. Groundwater (G'water) inputs are included in Net Seepage/Leakage outputs 

JUNCTION CANAL: 

Reach 1: Worcester & Birmingham Canal confluence to Lock 4a 
Reach 2: Lock 4a to Lock Sa 
Reach 3: Lock Sa to Lock 6a 
Reach 4: Lock 6a to Town Lock 

J Reach 1: 

J Reach 2: 

Balance A 



J Reach 3: 

J Reach 4: 

Balance A 

Reach 2 Outflow 
-0.26 

Reach 3 Outflow 
27.82 

Leakage 
0.15 



BARGE CANAL: 

Reach 1: Town Lock to Lock 2 
Reach 2: Lock 2 to Lock 5 
Reach 3: Lock 5 to Lock 6 
Reach 4: Lock 6 to River Severn 

BReach 1: 

BReach 2: 

Balance A 

Reach 4 Outflow 
0.00 

Seepagel 
Leakage 



BReach 3: 

BReach 4: 

Balance A 

Reach 3 Outflow 
-0.80 

Seepagel 
Leakage 
0.49 



3.4.3 Abstraction from the Worcester & Birmingham Canal and River Salwarpe 
(Balance B) 

British Waterways have stated that a quantity of water may be available for 
supply to the Junction Canal from the Worcester & Birmingham Canal. 
However, the quantity abstracted would need to be returned to the Worcester 
& Birmingham in total. This would be achieved by back-pumping from an 
appropriate location along the Junction Canal. Balance B (Figure 3.2) 
illustrates the water balance with the additional inflow from the Worcester & 
Binningham Canal that would be necessary to meet the peak lockage and 
outflow demands on the Junction Canal. This quantity is 4.46 Ml/d and is 
returned from the River Salwarpe at its confluence with the Junction Canal 
near the new lock 6a. The back-pumping setup at this location is discussed 
in detail in Section 2. 

From a resource viewpoint, the return of the 4.46 Ml/d could take place 
earlier, immediately after the confluence of the Body Brook with the canal 
Gust downstream of the new lock 5a). This would help to minimise back
pumping costs. However, as discussed further in Section 3.5.2, back-pumping 
from the Salwarpe instead would provide a much higher quality water to 
return to the Worcester & Binningham and would therefore be more 
acceptable to British Waterways. 

Balance B also incorporates the basics of the proposed engineering solution at 
Town Lock, where the division of the River Salwarpe and Barge Canal takes 
place. Due to the upstream inflow of the River Salwarpe, there is a surplus 
of resources in Reach 4 of the Junction Canal. Abstraction from this 
navigable part of the Salwarpe, to supply the top of the Barge Canal and help 
meet its resource deficit, is possible with the formal issue of an abstraction 
licence by the NRA. An impounding weir has already been constructed on 
the River Salwarpe immediately downstream of the river/canal division in 
order to facilitate the proposed abstraction to the canal whilst ensuring at the 
same time that the Minimum Prescribed Flow (MPF) in the Salwarpe (19.5 
Ml/d at this location) is maintained before any abstraction is allowed to take 
place (see Section 3.2.1). 

Balance B thus illustrates the quantity of surplus water available for 
abstraction from the Salwarpe, under the 1 in 10 year hydrological conditions, 
with the arrangement that the MPF is satisfied together with any lockage 
requirement (which is returned to the river downstream of the impounding 
weir) prior to abstraction. (Note: this surplus available for abstraction is, in 
fact, estimated as 90% of the total surplus, on the basis that the proposed 
abstraction weir is designed so that only 10% of the surplus is permitted to 
continue downstream in the River Salwarpe). 

The balance indicates some 10.14 MIld would be available for the Barge 
Canal. This would more than meet the 7.06 Ml/d shortfall discussed above. 
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Figure 3.2 : Water Balance for the restored Junction and Barge Canals - Balance B 

1. Natural InputS/Outputs are 1 in 10 year minima (to give "reliable yield, 
2. All values in MVd 
3. Locks represented thus: IIt@n 
4. Lockage value shown once in a reach applies to ALL locks in that reach 
5. Groundwater (G'water) inputs are included in Net Seepage/Leakage outputs 

JUNCTION CANAL: 

Reach 1: Worcester & Birmingham Canal confluence to Lock 4a 
Reach 2: Lock 4a to Lock 5a 
Reach 3: Lock 5a to Lock 6a 
Reach 4: Lock 6a to Town Lock 

J Reach 1: 

J Reach 2: 

Balance B 

Worcs//B'ham 
4.46 

1 Outflow 
4.23 

Seepage/ 
Leakage 
0.22 ' 

Seepage/ 
Leakage 
0.12 



J Reach 3: 

J Reach 4: 

BalanceS 

Reach 3 Outflow 
27.82 

Seepagel 
Leakage 

15 

Back-pump to 

r---._- II--_..-------I R.Salwarpe weir 
20.63 



BARGE CANAL: 

Reach 1: Town Lock to Lock 2 
Reach 2: Lock 2 to Lock 5 
Reach 3: Lock 5 to Lock 6 
Reach 4: Lock 6 to River Severn 

BReach 1: 

on nal 
Reach 4 Outflow 

BReach 2: 

Balance B 



BReach 3: 

BReach 4: 

BalanceB 

Reach 2 Outflow 
9.46 

Reach 4 Outflow 
(River Severn) 

6.73 

Seepage/ 
Leakage 
0.49 



3.4.4 Maximum Permissible Abstraction (Balance C) 

Any abstraction licence issued by L1.e NRA will have a maximum allowable 
quantity. On the licence prepared by the Severn Trent Water Authority for 
the Droitwich Canals (DCT) back in 1977, but not yet in force, this maximum 
is 6.82 MIld and 1022.7 MIla. The length of time in any year when the peak 
demand in the canal needs to be met has been given as 30 weeks, from April 
to September. Therefore the annual limit on the present licence would, in 
fact, only permit the abstraction of 4.87 MIld for this period. 

Figure 3.3 shows Balance C where 4.87 MIld is abstracted from the Salwarpe 
and becomes the inflow at the top of the Barge Canal. The back-pumping 
arrangements in the Junction Canal, outlined for Balance B, are maintained in 
this and all subsequent balances. The result is a shortfall of only 2.19 MIld 
in the system, the bulk of this occurring in Reach 1 of the Barge Canal. 

3.4.5 Variations in SeepagelLeakage Estimates (Balance D) 

As discussed in Section 3.3.1, determination of the seepage/leakage outflow 
and groundwater inflow parameters of the balance is, without a more detailed 
study, very much by estimation. Previous estimates made by DCT of 60,000 
gallons/mile for seepage/leakage and evaporation together, work out at just 
about half those made in this feasibility study. It is possible, therefore, that 
the seepage/leakage outflows of the balance are actually lower in reality, and 
the calculated resource shortfall is, in fact, not as high. 

This is even more likely when it is considered that artesian groundwater 
inflow, included in the balance within the net seepage/leakage parameter (as 
mentioned in Section 3.3.1), is known to be occurring along a long length of 
Barge Canal Reach 1 and part of Junction Canal Reach 4. This probably 
takes place through fractures in the impermeable Keuper Marl overlying the 
salt beds, caused by subsidence following the solution of the rock salt. 
Furthermore, as a result of the conductivity measurements recorded along the 
canal and discussed in Section 3.5, it is considered that groundwater inflow 
is occurring all year round, and is therefore likely to considerably reduce 
seepage/leakage in these sections, if not completely negate it. 

With this in mind, the DCT estimate of seepage/leakage and evaporation has 
been applied to all reaches of the balance and is shown in Balance D (Figure 
3.4), with all other conditions of Balance C applying. The result in the 
Junction Canal is an increase in the surplus resource available in the Salwarpe, 
but due to the limit on the abstraction, this extra water cannot be utilised. 
The inflow to Reach 1 of the Barge Canal therefore remains the same, but due 
to the lower outflows in this canal, the result is a reduction in the shortfall to 
only 0.~5 MIld. , , 
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Rgure 3.3 : Water Balance for the restored Junction and Barge Canals - Balance C 

1. Natural InputS/Outputs are 1 in 10 year minima (to give "rellable yield, 
2. All values in MI/d 
3. Locks represented thus: t~WMI 
4. Lockage value shown once in a reach applies to ALL locks in that reach 
5. Groundwater (G'water) inputs are included in Net Seepage/Leakage outputs 

JUNCTION CANAL: 

Reach 1: Worcester & Birmingham Canal confluence to Lock 4a 
Reach 2: Lock 4a to Lock Sa 
Reach 3: Lock Sa to Lock 6a 
Reach 4: Lock 6a to Town Lock 

J Reach 1: 

J Reach 2: 

BalanceC 

Reach 1 Outflow 
4.23 

Seepage/ 
Leakage 

Seepagel 
Leakage 
0.12 



J Reach 3: 

J Reach 4: 

BalanceC 

2 Outflow 
4.20 

Back-pump to W&8 



BARGE CANAL: 

Reach 1: Town Lock to Lock 2 
Reach 2: Lock 2 to Lock 5 
Reach 3: Lock 5 to Lock 6 
Reach 4: Lock 6 to River Severn 

BReach 1: 

Reach 4 Outflow 

BReach 2: 

BalanceC 

Seepage! 
Leakage 
1.75 

Seepage! 
Leakage 



BReach 3: 

BReach 4: 

BalanceC 

Reach 2 Outflow 
4.19 

Reach 3 Outflow 
4.07 

Reach 4 Outflow 
(River Severn) 

3.46 

Seepage! 
Leakage 
0.49 

Seepagel 
Leakage 
0.67 



Rgure 3.4 : Water Balance for the restored Junction and Barge Canals - Balance D 

1. Natural InputS/Outputs are 1 in 10 year minima (to give -reliable yield") 
2. All values in Mild 
3. Locks represented thus: ~ 
4. Lockage value shown once in a reach applies to ALL locks in that reach 
5. Groundwater (G'water) inputs are included in Net Seepage/Lockage outputs 

JUNCTION CANAL: 

Reach 1: Worcester & Birmingham Canal confluence to Lock 4a 
Reach 2: Lock 4a to Lock 5a 
Reach 3: Lock 5a to Lock 6a 
Reach 4: Lock 6a to Town Lock 

J Reach 1: 

J Reach 2: 

Balance 0 

1 Outflow 
4.36 

Leakagel 
Evap. 
0.12 



J Reach 3: 

Reach 2 Outflow , I 
4.39 

I Back-pump to W&B Canal I 
I Body Bk. I 4.46 

4.30 I -
I Swan Pool I -

0.16 I 
Seepage/ 

I Nat.lnflow r- Leakage/ 
0.01 Evap. 

0.11 
I Dir.R'fall 

0.00 ~ 

t Abstractio l R.Salwarpe I 0.00 
23.84 J 

I 
!if,~im I Bypass Lockage 

23.92 4.20 
~ II 

Reach 3 Outflow I 
28.12 

J Reach 4: 

r--II---Ir--~------..., R.Salwarpe weir 
23.14 

Balance D 



BARGE CANAL: 

Reach 1: Town Lock to Lock 2 
Reach 2: Lock 2 to Lock 5 
Reach 3: Lock 5 to Lock 6 
Reach 4: Lock 6 to River Severn 

BReach 1: 

BReach 2: 

Balance 0 

Canal 
Reach 4 Outflow 

Leakagel 
Evap. 
0.13 



BReach 3: 

BReach 4: 

BalanceD 

Reach 2 Outflow 
5.40 

3 Outflow 
5.60 

(River Severn) 
5.40 

Seepage/ 
Leakage/ 
Evap. 
0.23 

Seepage/ 
Leakage/ 
Evap. 
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Evaporation maxima with a ten year return period have been calculated in 
previous balances from reliable meteorological data. It is believed that whilst 
the SWK (Balance C) estimates of net seepage/leakage may be conservatively 
high, the DCT gross estimates for these parameters and evaporation combined 
are probably too low. The results of these Balances C and D are believed to 
represent either extreme, with the probable seepage/leakage outflows and 
consequent resource shortfall somewhere in between. 

3.4.6 Varying the River Salwarpe Abstraction Licence (Balance E) 

Discussions with the NRA have revealed that it may be possible for DCT, 
when re-applying for an abstraction licence, to increase the annual maximum 
quantity above 1022.7 Ml. There would certainly be a much greater chance 
of such an increase being acceptable to the NRA than an increase in the daily 
maximum. Since the daily maximum is 6.82 MIld and abstraction is required 
for a design period of 30 weeks every year, it would seem appropriate to 
request an annual maximum value in the region of 1432.2 Ml. 

Balance E, in Figure 3.5 shows the effect such an abstraction would have on 
the whole system, assuming seepage/leakage and evaporation figures are as 
Balance C. The resource shortfall would be reduced to only 0.24 MIld. Due 
to possible inaccuracies in the estimation of many of the balance parameters, 
particularly seepage and leakage (as discussed above), 0.24 MIld is well 
within the level of confidence of the results. It is quite possible, therefore, 
that variation of the permissible annual maximum abstraction would be all that 
is necessary to provide sufficient resources for the canals with the required 1 
in 10 year (90 %) reliability. 

Furthermore, there may also be a chance that, following negotiation with the 
NRA and after they have completed their own resource investigations, 
application to abstract the full shortfall quantity of 7.06 MIld (1482.6 MIla for 
the 30 summer weeks) would, in fact, be approved. 

3.4.7 ResQUICeS from Martin Brook (Balance F) 

Martin Brook crosses under the Barge Canal near Collincourt Farm and flows 
into the River Salwarpe at Porter's Mill. The option of diverting the Brook 
into the canal to provide additional resources has been considered. 

Balance F (Figure 3.6) includes the increased abstraction from the Salwarpe 
presented in Balance E, and also includes the 1 in 10 year minimum inflow 
of Martin Brook. This illustrates that the small resource deficit in Balance E 
is totally removed in Balance F to give a net surplus of 0.5 MIld. 

However, there are several reasons why such a diversion should remain as an 
option for the future and not be recommended as an immediate scheme to 
enhance resources: 
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Figure 3.5 : Water Balance for the restored Junction and Barge Canals - Balance E 

1. Natural Inputs/Outputs are 1 in 10 year minima (to give ·reliable yield, 
2. All values in Mild 
3. Locks represented thus: _ 
4. Lockage value shown once in a reach applies to ALL locks in that reach 
5. Groundwater (G'water). inputs are included in Net Seepage/Leakage outputs 

JUNCTlON CANAL: 

Reach 1: Worcester & Birmingham Canal confluence to Lock 4a 
Reach 2: Lock 4a to Lock Sa 
Reach 3: Lock Sa to Lock 6a 
Reach 4: Lock 6a to Town Lock 

J Reach 1: 

J Reach 2: 

Balance E 

Reach 1 Out1low 
4.23 

Reach 1 Out1low 
4.23 

Reach 2 Out1low 
4.20 

Seepage/ 
Leakage 

Seepage/ 
Leakage 
0.12 



J Reach 3: 

J Reach 4: 

BalanceE 

Body Bk. 
4.30 

Swan Pool 
0.16 

Nat. I nflow 
0.01 

Dir.R'fall 
0.00 

R.Salwarpe 
23.84 

Reach 2 Outflow 
4.20 

Reach 3 Outflow 
27.82 

Seepage/ 
Leakage 

Back - pump to W&B Canal 
4.46 



BARGE CANAL: 

Reach 1: Town Lock to Lock 2 
Reach 2: Lock 2 to Lock 5 
Reach 3: Lock 5 to Lock 6 
Reach 4: Lock 6 to River Severn 

BReach 1: 

BReach 2: 

Balance E 

Junction Canal 
Reach 4 Outflow 

6.82 

Reach 1 Outflow 
6.39 

Seepagel 
Leakage 
0.26 



BReach 3: 

BReach 4: 

Balance E 

Reach 2 Outflow 
6.14 

Reach 3 Outflow 
6.02 

Reach 3 Outflow 
6.02 

Seepagel 
Leakage 
0.49 

Seepagel 
Leakage 
0.67 



Figure 3.6 : Water Balance for the restored Junction and Barge Canals - Balance F 

1. Natural InputS/Outputs are 1 in 10 year minima (to give -reliable yieki, 
2. All values in MVd 
3. Locks represented thus: _ 
4. Lockage value shown once in a reach applies to ALL locks in that reach 
5. Groundwater (G'water) inputs are included in Net Seepage/Leakage ouputs 

JUNCTION CANAL: 

Reach 1: Worcester & Birmingham Canal confluence to Lock 4a 
Reach 2: Lock 4a to Lock Sa 
Reach 3: Lock Sa to Lock 6a 
Reach 4: Lock 6a to Town Lock 

J Reach 1: 

Worcs/IB'ham 

J Reach 2: 

Balance F 

4.46 

Seepage/ 
Leakage 
0.22 



J Reach 3: 

iF 

J Reach 4: 

Balance F 

I Body Bk. I 
4.30 I 

I Swan Pool I 
0.16 I 

I Nat. Inflow 
0.01 ~ 

IOir.R'fa1i 
0.00 ~ 

I R.Salwarpe I 
23.84 I 

I 
I Bypass 

23.62 

Reach 2 Outflow I 
4.20 

-
~ 

~ 

t 

r1.:i] 
< •• ;: '::~ 

II 
II 

Reach 3 Outflow ~ I 
27.82 

Reach 3 Outflow 
27.82 

l Back-pump to W&B Canal J 
4.46 

1 
Seepage/ 
Leakage 
0.20 

I 
Evap. 
0.02 

1 
Abstractio 
0.00 

I 

Lockage 
4.20 

r--.-- H------.--------j R.Salwarpe weir 
20.81 



BARGE CANAL: 

Reach 1: Town Lock to Lock 2 
Reach 2: Lock 2 to Lock 5 
Reach 3: Lock 5 to Lock 6 
Reach 4: Lock 6 to River Severn 

BReach 1: 

BReach 2: 

Balance F 

Junction Canal 
Reach 4 Outflow 

6.82 

Leakage 

Seepagel 
Leakage 
0.26 



BReach 3: 

BReach 4: 

BalanceF 

Reach 2 Outflow 
6.89 

Reach 3 Outflow 
6.n 

Reach 4 Outflow 
(River Severn) 

6.16 

Seepage/ 
Leakage 
0.49 

Seepage/ 
Leakage 
0.67 






























































































































